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universities worldwide  
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University Guide 2020).

1881
Established in 1881: in this year  

Queen Victoria reigned over Great 
Britain and the UK had its first  

street lit with electric light.

Original
We are the original 
redbrick university.

Nobel  
Laureates

Associated with nine 
Nobel Laureates.

27,000
27,000 students on campus, 

8,000 of whom travel  
from all over the world  

to study here.

228,000
A global network  

of 228,000 alumni in  
over 170 countries.

Global links
 We have a campus in London,  

and we are the first UK  
university to establish a joint  
venture university in China.

Best 
Students' Union

Awarded best Students’  
Union at the NUS  

Awards (2016).

£1 billion
invested in our campus.

Russell  
Group

Member of the 
Russell Group.

£95.6m
in funding to support research 

projects 2017/18.

81%
of our research is rated  

‘world leading’ and internationally 
excellent in the current Research 

Excellence Framework.

Top 25
In the top 25 UK  

universities most targeted  
by graduate employers  

(High Fliers Research 2017).

FIRST
in the Russell Group for  
graduate employability  

(DLHE 2016/17).

TEF  SILVER
awarded a silver  

rating in 2018.
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Our story began in 1881...  
 We became one of the  
first civic universities.  
 The original redbrick.
Nearly 140 years later, we’re as original as ever.
We’re still welcoming people from every walk of life.
Still colourful and creative.
Welcoming and warm.
Still advancing learning and ennobling  
life, just like we always have.
And uncovering world-firsts through  
our pioneering research.
Still marching to the beat of our own drum.
Still bursting with character. And characters.
Still shaping the spirit that makes Liverpool  
a one-of-a-kind kind of city.
And helping our students forge their own path.
1881 is where our story started.

 We were original then.
 And we are original now.

liv
er

pool.ac.uk/virtual-open-dayVirtual  
OPEN  

Day

Visit our

to explore our Liverpool  
and London campuses from  

wherever you are in  
the world!
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Welcome to  
the University  
of Liverpool

I am delighted that you are considering the University of Liverpool  
as your choice for international study. Whether you are considering 
undergraduate or postgraduate study, our excellence in teaching, 
learning and research, first class facilities and outstanding support  
will provide you with an inspiring, life-changing student experience,  
in a diverse international student community. Our staff are at the 
cutting-edge of their disciplines and if you join us you will be involved  
in addressing some of the key challenges currently facing society, the 
economy and our planet. Choosing the right place to study is one of  
the most important decisions of your academic career. I hope this guide 
provides you with the information you require and that you will join  
our dynamic, research-led University and achieve your ambitions  
in this vibrant, exciting city.

Professor Dame Janet Beer
Vice-Chancellor
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Why choose  
the University  
of Liverpool?
We are different view points 
and daring ideas. Unique 
perspectives and a city  
bursting with characters.  
Study with us and stand out.
We provide thousands of international students 
with an amazing, life-changing university experience 
in this energetic, creative, beautiful city!

Worldwide reputation for excellence
 A member of the Russell Group – the 
prestigious association of the top 24  
research-intensive universities in the UK
 Rich heritage stretching back to 1881;  
we are the original ‘redbrick’ university
 Associated with nine Nobel Prize winners
 Only UK university with full clinical education 
coverage spanning: Biosciences, Clinical 
Medicine, Health and Life Sciences,  
Dentistry and Veterinary Science
 Pioneering global partnerships with Xi’an 
Jiaotong-Liverpool University in China, Liverpool 
International College and Kaplan International 
Colleges, and we have a campus in London
 Our MBA programme is featured in the 
Economist’s ‘Which MBA?’ which lists the  
top 100 MBA programmes in the world
 Ranked in the top 200 universities worldwide 
in the QS, Times Higher Education (THE) and 
Academic Ranking of World Universities  
(ARWU) 2019/2020 league tables.

A friendly, supportive and  
inspiring student experience

 Personalised and supported entrance  
into the UK for international students
 Distinctive student experience, learning  
and teaching takes place at the cutting-edge  
of disciplines and is driven by research
 With about 60,000 students in total, Liverpool 
truly is a student friendly city 
 Our Guild of Students was voted the UK’s  
best Student’s Union at NUS Awards 2016
 The University is investing £1 billion  
in our campus facilities over the next ten  
years to ensure we continue to meet the 
expectations of our students
 We offer a generous package of scholarships 
and awards for international students.

Great career prospects
 First in the Russell Group for graduate 
employability (DLHE 2016/17). 94% of all our 
graduates are employed or in further study 
within six months of graduating
 Our award-winning Careers and Employability 
service is ranked as one of the best in the  
UK for engaging with students
 We are in the top 25 UK universities most 
targeted by leading graduate employers  
in the UK (High Fliers 2019)
 Dedicated Careers Advisers for international 
students
 Global community of over 228,000 University  
of Liverpool alumni. 

Internationally recognised research
 20th in the UK for research power with  
seven subjects ranked in the top 10 in the  
UK’s Research Excellence Framework (both 
Chemistry and Computer Science ranked 
number 1 in the UK for 4* and 3* research 
THE 2014)
 81% of our research is ranked world leading  
or internationally excellent
 £95.6 million in funding to support research 
projects in 2017/2018
 Over 2,000 interdisciplinary research staff
 More than 2,700 research collaborations 
worldwide.

World firsts and characters  
that make history

 Rose Heilbron QC studied law here. She was 
one of the first two women to gain a First Class 
honours degree in law and went on to become 
the first female judge to sit at the Old Bailey
 In 1944 Chinese students at the University 
produced the first Chinese newspaper in  
the UK – the Hua Chow
 1896 Physics professor Oliver Lodge took the 
first x-ray in the UK used for surgical purposes
 Tung Chee-hwa, Marine Engineering BEng, 
1960 was the first chief executive of Hong Kong
 Established in 1988, the University’s Institute 
of Popular Music was the world’s first dedicated 
centre for research in popular music
 Another of our alumni Dame Stella Rimington, 
was the first female Director General of MI5.
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Welcome to Liverpool...

The University  
has moved up in all  
the main UK league 

tables in 2019.
(THE, The Guardian  
Complete University  

Guide).

University campus in a world-famous city
 Liverpool’s impressive waterfront is a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. This includes the Royal 
Albert Dock, the largest group of Grade 1  
listed buildings in the UK
 Home of the Beatles and Liverpool  
and Everton Football Clubs
 More museums, theatres, galleries and  
listed buildings than any other city in  
the UK outside of London
 Liverpool has been voted the friendliest city  
in the UK and one of the top ten cities to visit  
in the world by travel gurus ‘Rough Guides’ 
 Whatuni? 2018 winner of student choice  
award for best City Life
 Liverpool is the fourth most visited city  
by tourists in the UK (Office of National  
Statistics 2018)
 Liverpool is the best place in Britain to be  
a young graduate according to research 
conducted by Savills estate agency for  
The Sunday Times 2019
 Liverpool is one of the most cost-effective 
student cities in the UK.

Excellence in teaching and learning
 Renowned for excellent teaching and research 
that specifically relates to the professions 
including Medicine, Dentistry, Business,  
Law, Architecture and Engineering
 A Russell Group University at the heart of two 
world famous cities, our London campus offers 
an exciting range of postgraduate programmes 
and new undergraduate opportunities 
 With our state-of-the-art facilities and research-
led teaching, conducted in collaboration with 
industry, we lead the UK’s involvement in the 
international ‘Conceive-Design-Implement-
Operate’ (cdio.org) initiative – an innovative 
educational framework for producing  
‘industry-ready’ engineering graduates
 More than 75% of our undergraduate  
students receive a First or  
2:1 degree.
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Our international 
 community

Go online liverpool.ac.uk/international

Read what our current students have to say  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/international/connect/ambassadors/

Watch a series of short films about life as a student in Liverpool  
liverpool.ac.uk/features/liverpool-voices

Speak to our enquiries team via our online chat service http://ask.liv.ac.uk

Explore our campus and facilities through our Virtual Open Day  
liverpool.ac.uk/virtual-open-day/

Call us T: +44 (0)151 794 5927

Find out more...

Meet the team

Welcome to Liverpool...
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Liverpool is a truly global university 
offering a distinctive international 
experience. Throughout our 139-year 
history we have welcomed scholars  
from all over the world and are therefore 
highly experienced in meeting the needs  
of international students. We currently  
have over 8,000 international and  
EU students from over 130 countries.

Dan Stephenson
Associate Director of International  
Recruitment, Relations and Study Abroad

From left to right: Michael Mohebbi, Sally Gascoigne, Jay-Louise Fox, Dan Chen Owen, Cal Walsh,  
Mica Budd, Rohit Kumar, Dan Stephenson.

You can contact the team via our website on  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/international/contact-us/international-team

International students are a key and integral part of our 
student community here at Liverpool. Our International 
Recruitment and Relations team is here to provide you  
with information and advice relating to entry requirements, 
the admissions process, scholarship opportunities and 
preparing to study in Liverpool.

Tracey Tee  
Based in Singapore 
Regional Development 
Manager (ASEAN)
E: traceytee@liverpool.ac.uk

Lily Ayetin  
Based in Nigeria 
Regional Development 
Manager (West Africa)
E: wafrica@liverpool.ac.uk

Anita Sun 
Based in Beijing 
China Development  
Officer 
E: chinarep@liverpool.ac.uk

Echo Liu 
Based in Beijing 
China Development  
Officer 
E: chinarep@liverpool.ac.uk
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Groundbreaking  
research in an  
inspiring community

Welcome to Liverpool...

We are life-changing research 
and industry changing opinions. 
The search for the unknown 
and the discovery of the new. 
Study with us and change 
your own world.
Teaching driven by research with  
real world impact
As a Russell Group institution, research is central  
to everything we do. What this means for you is 
your teaching will be informed and delivered by 
leading internationally renowned experts and 
inspirational figures at the forefront of innovation 
and discovery. You will be challenged to think 
beyond the textbook, the lecture theatre or the  
lab and encouraged to apply your learning to  
the world around you. 

You’ll graduate with a degree from a university 
ranked in the top 200 of institutions worldwide,  
and a range of multidisciplinary skills to ensure  
you stand out from the crowd.

Everyday our academics and researchers are 
advancing knowledge and making new discoveries 
to improve lives. We have globally recognised 
research strengths in Advanced Materials, 
Personalised Health, Infectious Diseases, Digital, 
Heritage and Starting well, living well and ageing 
well. We are driving breakthroughs in developing 
new materials with large-scale applications in 
both industry and consumer products, enhancing 
the personalisation of health management, and 
progressing the battle against infectious diseases. 
For further information on our research activities 
and opportunities see liverpool.ac.uk/research

Join our inspiring community
Inspiring people to learn and achieve, we help  
you make the most of life. And by addressing 
some of the world’s toughest challenges, together 
we help make life better for people everywhere. 
Here you can do things you may have never 
thought possible. Because, just like the city of 
Liverpool, we celebrate individuality and ingenuity, 
energy and enterprise; and we see how the ideas 
of one person can reverberate around the world.

We provide our staff and students with the best 
intellectual, social and physical environment 
in which to conduct research, teach and learn. 
You will benefit from our first class facilities and 
outstanding support, designed to inspire you  
to learn and achieve and make the most of your  
time here, and your future after you graduate.

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube

2,000+
active interdisciplinary  

research staff across  
three faculties.

81%
of our research is  

rated world leading and 
 internationally excellent.

£95.6m
 total cost of research  
projects awarded in  

2017/18.
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Life in Liverpool is probably the  
best I have ever experienced. I have  

loved every bit of my time here studying 
and living in halls with enthusiastic 

students from all over the world. I was 
particularly excited by the research-led 

teaching and the lecturers who are pioneers 
in their various fields. I did worry about 
whether I would like being here and the 

weather, but I adapted really quickly, I’m 
very happy to be in this city of Liverpool 
that I now call home with its wonderful 

tourist attractions and the people  
are so friendly and lovely. 

Bourdillion Gaminiwei Moses
BSc Pharmacology

Nigeria
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 University  
of Liverpool  
in London 
A Russell Group University at  
the heart of London’s professional  
and business communities.

The University of Liverpool in London, located at the heart 
of the City of London, delivers high quality, professionally 
focused education that can help you achieve your career 
ambitions and goals. London is ranked the best city in the 
world for university students (QS Best Student Cities 2018) 
and is home to over 100,000 international students from 
over 200 different nations. 

Our suite of postgraduate programmes are 
delivered in premium facilities and have excellent 
links to the professions and industry. We offer 
opportunities for placements and enhanced 
career support from one of the UK’s leading 
employability teams.

Our portfolio of programmes is aligned to the 
professions in the City of London in the areas of:

 Finance
 Accounting
 Business
 Communication
 Design
 Continuing Professional Development.

Many of our programmes have professional 
accreditations or associations. The quality of your 
postgraduate experience is key. All University of 
Liverpool in London programmes (listed on pages 
55-60) are delivered by University of Liverpool 
staff and benefit from the University’s research 
excellence, ensuring you study at the forefront  
of knowledge in your discipline. 

Our global outlook...
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including Industrial Design, Architecture and 
Urban Planning can benefit from London-based 
industry involvement by completeing the third 
year of their degree in London. We also run 
summer schools at our campus in the capital.

For the latest information on all our programmes, 
and to watch our London campus films, visit  
liverpool.ac.uk/london

At the University of Liverpool in 
London I continued my personal 
development at a university  
with an excellent reputation  
in a vibrant city that is a hub  
for global business.

Ximera Calderon Alverez
University of Liverpool in London 
MSc Finance Investment Management 
Columbia
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Be part of a globally 
connected University 
We are all kinds of backgrounds and every kind of future.  
A diverse university full of characters, in a city bursting  
with character. Study with us and learn with the world. 

We have established partnerships across the 
globe and attracted staff and students from over 
130 countries. We also have students all over 
the world studying for a University of Liverpool 
degree at our campuses in Liverpool and London, 
in China at Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University 
(XJTLU), or at one of our 150 prestigious exchange 
partnership universities. If you join the University 
of Liverpool these partnerships will open 
additional opportunities for you to study abroad 
and make your own worldwide networks. 

This connectivity means all of our students 
gain an international experience, either within 
the classroom studying alongside international 
students from all over the world, or by taking 
advantage of our distinctive opportunities to 
actually study abroad in Europe or further  
afield in Asia, Canada, USA or Australia.

Our global outlook...

international and EU  
students from  
130 countries.

of research outputs  
internationally  

co-authored.

of our research is ranked  
as ‘world leading’ or  

‘internationally excellent’.

research collaborations  
worldwide.

 partnerships facilitating  
student mobility.

Over

More than 
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Our aim is to  
support our students 

as you become highly 
employable, creative, and 
culturally rich graduates, 
with the capacity to find 

employment that will 
enable you to be  

agents for change in a 
connected world.

81%
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XJTLU
In 2006 the University partnered with top 10 
Chinese university Xi’an Jiaotong University, to 
create a prestigious and innovative joint venture, 
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU). 
XJTLU has been a phenomenal success and 
it is now the largest international collaborative 
university in China, with over 15,000 students  
and a growing reputation for research. As well  
as graduating with a Chinese degree, students 
from XJTLU also gain a degree from the University 
of Liverpool, with many students choosing to 
complete two years of their degree here in 
Liverpool. This special partnership with XJTLU 
also gives our UK based students an amazing 
opportunity to study in China through a choice  
of study options at XJTLU.

University of Liverpool, international, home and 
EU students can either:

 Spend a semester studying your chosen 
University of Liverpool degree programme  
at XJTLU (certain subjects only)
 Participate in our innovative Year In China 
initiative, which will extend your degree as you 
will spend a year at XJTLU studying Chinese 
history, language, culture and politics, during,  
or at the end of your degree 
 Or you can attend a choice of Summer  
School options in China. 

XJTLU is located on an ultra modern campus  
half an hour from Shanghai by bullet train, located 
in Suzhou Industrial Park (SIP), one of Asia’s most 
successful business parks, a hub for foreign 
investors and home to over 3,000 international 
organisations, including more than 156 projects 
initiated by Fortune Global 500 companies.  
In 2020 XJTLU will open a second campus  
in Taicang.

Kaplan International Pathways
Liverpool International College (LIC) and  
Kaplan International College London (KICL) offer 
Foundation and Pre-Master’s pathway courses to 
the many international students who attain school 
leaving qualifications that are not eligible for direct 
entry to University of Liverpool programmes.  
Upon successful completion of a pathway course, 
students are guaranteed entry onto a wide range of 
our undergraduate and postgraduate programmes 
at both our Liverpool and London campuses. LIC, 
an exclusive partnership between the University 
and Kaplan International Pathways, recruits and 
prepares more than 800 international students 
annually for entry into the University’s degree 
programmes, offered in Liverpool each year. 

Currently located on campus, LIC is due to open  
a new, ‘live-learn’ facility, housing 13 storeys  
of cutting-edge academic, residential and 
administrative space in 2020, on the edge of  
the University campus. KICL offers students Pre- 
Master’s programmes with guaranteed progression 
to the University of Liverpool in London. For more 
information, please see kic.org.uk/pathways/

Study Abroad
The University has over 150 carefully selected 
partnerships with some of the best universities in 
the world which offer our students the opportunity 
to study abroad through the Erasmus+ or 
worldwide Study Abroad programmes. Studying 
abroad is an amazing opportunity to spend either 
a part of your Liverpool degree or some of your 
summer vacation abroad through our network of 
exchange partner universities in the USA, Canada, 
Asia, Australia or Europe, often studying modules 
you can’t study in Liverpool. This fantastic 
opportunity to travel, explore a new country and 
expand your cultural horizons, will also help you  
to develop important life skills, meet new friends 
from all over the world and develop your own 
global network.
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Our global outlook...

Our international 
connections

The University of Liverpool has  
given me the opportunity to be part  
of a multicultural environment  
which has helped me to develop  
my communication and leadership 
skills. This University really cares 
about each student’s well-being 
and the city has a soul, Liverpool  
is a place where people feel 
comfortable to be what they  
want to be without fear.

My classmates and I do lots of 
things together. We go to football 
matches, discover new restaurants 
and bars and explore the culture 
here.

Camila Silva
Business Administration (Football Industries) PG Cert 
Brazil
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Study Abroad 
Study Abroad is an amazing opportunity for you to spend 
part of your degree or some of your summer vacation 
abroad. If you would like to experience new cultures, 
graduate with an excellent degree, boost your  
employability and make friends for life from all over  
the globe, then you should definitely study abroad.

Depending on your degree subject you can: 

Semester abroad
 Spend a semester at one of our prestigious 
exchange partner universities around the world
 Study in Europe, Australasia, North America,  
China and beyond!
 This option does not add any extra time  
to your degree and is credit bearing  
(ie counts towards your Liverpool degree).

Year in China
 Add an extra year of study to your degree 
programme studying in China at Xi’an  
Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU) 
 Study Chinese language, culture, politics  
and history by following classes from  
the BA China Studies programme.

Summer abroad
 Do something different during your summer 
vacation; spend part of it at one of our  
partner universities
 Opportunities available in China,  
Hong Kong, Canada, Malaysia and more…
 Summer programmes are not credit bearing, 
which means they have the advantage  
of being open to you whatever degree 
programme you are studying.

Our students report that  
they develop and enhance  

a number of important  
life skills while they study 

abroad, including self-
reliance, confidence and  
problem-solving skills.

Study Abroad is your chance 
to explore a new country  

and become part of a local 
culture. It is also a great 
opportunity to travel to 

nearby countries, expanding  
your cultural horizons.

Our carefully selected 
exchange partnerships, with  
some of the best universities 
in the world, offer students  

the chance to study modules 
that you can’t study in 

Liverpool.

Students who  
participate in Study  
Abroad often obtain  

better marks compared  
to non-mobile  

peers.

Study Abroad students 
often use their exchange in 
their job search, using their 

experience to make them 
stand out in interviews  

for internships and jobs.

Students who  
participate in Study  

Abroad are more likely  
to earn a higher than  

average salary.

Our global outlook...

Why study abroad?

For more information check out the Study Abroad webpages

liverpool.ac.uk/study-abroad/outbound/

Students who study 
abroad are more likely  

to receive a

or

Discover more about  
yourself and make
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For more  
information check out the  
Study Abroad webpages

liverpool.ac.uk/ 
study-abroad/ 

outbound/ 
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Studying abroad will be the highlight of your 
degree. It opens you up to new experiences and 
forces you to adapt to different situations.You  
will come out of it with some amazing stories  
that will stay with you for the rest of your life.

Andy Johnson
BSc Geography, studied at National  
University of Singapore

FRIENDS  
FOR LIFE 
from all over  

the world
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International 
Summer School 
If you would like to study and live on a city centre  
campus in the vibrant and friendly city of Liverpool,  
why not attend our International Summer School?

The International Summer School gives you  
the opportunity to study with us and gain  
credits towards your degree programme!*

We welcome international students to be part  
of a programme that is innovative and flexible.  
It showcases some of our academic specialisms 
and offers you a taste of the world-class academic 
expertise available here at Liverpool. Why not take 
the opportunity to make friends from around the 
world by joining this exciting programme, which 
last year attracted students from 14 countries 
over five continents including the USA, Mexico, 
India, Australia and Italy. You will be joining a truly 
global student body within a university which each 
year welcomes over 8,000 international students 
onto its Liverpool campus, which also offers 
excellent welfare support through our dedicated 
International Advice and Guidance team.

 Live in first-class, secure accommodation  
on the University campus
 Select our six-week course or choose  
one of our three-week courses
 Access one of the UK’s finest university libraries
 Enjoy the benefits of membership of the 
University of Liverpool Alumni Association  
on completion of your course.

Our inclusive social programme also allows you to 
see other parts of the UK and to have fun mixing 
socially with other students. There is always 
something going on in Liverpool and you can  
fill the weekends with activities of your own 
choice, either in the city or further afield.

Please note, to apply for our International Summer 
School you should be a student at any university 
worldwide (undergraduate or postgraduate) and 
be over 18 by 14 June 2020. To ensure that all our 
students get the most from the programme, we 
ask for a good level of English, equivalent to IELTS 
6.0. You do not need to submit an IELTS certificate, 
as we can supply you with an online test or advise 
you whether another proof of your English level  
is acceptable.

If you would like further information 
about our International Summer School 
please visit our website liverpool.ac.uk/
internationalsummerschool

*Credit transfer will be dependent upon 
regulations at your home institution.

My experience at the University of 
Liverpool was really good. I made lots  
of friends from different parts of the 
world. I got exposure to one of the best 
infrastructures and the highest standard  
of teaching I could have asked for. 
Liverpool is a great city with such  
a friendly environment.

Juliana B. Guimarães
Centro Universitário IBMR 
Brazil

Our global outlook...
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English Language 
Summer Schools
If your English level is not yet equivalent to IELTS 6.0  
you can still attend a summer school at the University  
of Liverpool. You can join the English Language  
Centre’s innovative Activate English course and  
study alongside students from around the world.

Activate English offers you the opportunity to:

 Choose afternoon study options to suit you, 
Project Based Learning, English for Business  
or IELTS preparation
 Choose your start and finish date and  
your length of study 
 Enjoy a full social programme included  
in your course fee
 Live in first-class, secure accommodation  
organised by the University accommodation 
service
 Enjoy the benefits of membership of the 
University Alumni Association on  
completion of your course.

Applications welcome from Elementary  
to Advanced level students.

The English Language Centre also builds  
tailor-made programmes for groups who wish  
to attend an English Language Summer School.

If you would like further information about  
Activate English please visit our website  
liverpool.ac.uk/ELC

Our global outlook... @livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube
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Liverpool Guild  
of Students  
As soon as you join the University of Liverpool, you 
automatically become a member of the Guild of Students 
– your Students Union. The Guild is at the heart of student 
life. Led by students for students our vision is to improve, 
develop, support and enrich the lives of all students to  
ensure you make the very most of your time at university. 

Here’s a taster of what Liverpool Guild of  
students is about and how you can get involved: 

Advice 
We offer free confidential and independent  
advice on academic, financial and housing  
issues to our students. 
liverpoolguild.org/advice

Change it 
If you have any ideas on how to improve your 
university experience submit them to our ‘Change 
It’ site and we can help bring your ideas to life.
liverpoolguild.org/change-it

Course reps
Our course reps work with staff and students to 
identify, discuss and improve issues which can 
affect your academic experience. Being a course 
rep is a great way to boost your CV and meet  
new people. liverpoolguild.org/main-menu/
represent/academic-representation/course-reps

Eat and drink
Our social spaces have something for everyone; 
early morning coffee, lunch, live music gigs, bars 
where you can chill out with friends, play pool  
or watch live sport events.

Green Guild 
Our green team provide students with 
opportunities to think green and become more 
sustainable through student-led volunteering  
and social enterprise projects.
liverpoolguild.org/greenguild

Halls Student Committees 
These committees organise exciting events  
and trips to ensure all students living in halls  
have a great time.
liverpoolguild.org/main-menu/ 
representation/halls

Give it a Go 
Coming to university is all about exploring new 
experiences. Our Give it a Go programme is 
packed with affordable trips and activities to enrich 
your university experience and learn new skills. 
liverpoolguild.org/giag

Student officers 
The role of the four officers elected every  
year by students is to continually make 
improvements to your student experience.
liverpoolguild.org/your-officers

Societies 
With more than 200 student-led societies you  
can meet new friends, enjoy shared interests  
and hobbies, or try out something completely 
new. You can even start your own society.
liverpoolguild.org/groups

Volunteering 
Our volunteering platform offers fun and 
rewarding opportunities that will help to develop 
your skills and boost your CV and career prospects.
liverpoolguild.org/volunteering

Life on Campus...
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Voted UK’s best  
Student’s Union  
at NUS awards  

2016.

Much like the city it is in, the University  
of Liverpool is full of energy. The Guild 
organises plenty of events to look 
forward to including all the societies 
which make the whole student experience 
come to life and gives you a good 
academic and social balance.

Reisydah Binti Haji Abdul Hamid
Occupational Therapy BSc 
Brunei

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube

Contact us
liverpoolguild.org   

T: +44 (0)151 794 6868   
E: guildweb@liverpool.ac.uk  

facebook.com/liverpoolguild  

@LiverpoolGuild

@LiverpoolGuild

Guild Officers 2019
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Sport Liverpool 
Sport Liverpool provides something for everyone.  
Our excellent facilities and dedicated team of expert  
staff will help you to enjoy a fantastic range of different 
sports and activities, meet new people and have fun  
whilst improving your fitness, health and wellbeing.

Excellent facilities
 A 25-metre swimming pool and shallow  
water pool
 Two sports halls and four squash courts
 A comprehensive gym and weight training  
area plus dance and spinning studios
 Bouldering wall
 Supportive staff and personal training sessions.

Club sport allows you to join one of our 53 
student-led sport clubs which represent us in  
the British Universities and Colleges Sport 
leagues (BUCS).

Campus sport provides you with the opportunity 
to try lots of different sports at a recreational  
level. There are internal leagues in football,  
netball, hockey and futsal.

Turn up and play, keep fit and enjoy the sports 
you love on an informal basis. Membership of our 
Sports and Fitness Centre includes access to a 
wide range of organised group exercise classes 
to suit all levels of ability, such as Spinning, Pilates, 
HIIT, Les Mills Body Pump, Body Balance and GRIT. 

Off campus facilities
Our Wyncote Sports Grounds are amongst the 
best in any UK university and include:

 10 senior football and four rugby union pitches
 Floodlit hockey astro, 3G football pitch, a floodlit 
3G rugby training area and two lacrosse pitches.

We also have a state of the art gym, dance studio, 
small 3G pitches and an outdoor tennis and 
netball court at our Greenbank Student Village. 

Elite Athlete Scheme
Our Elite Athlete Scheme supports athletes 
competing at a Junior, Under 21, Senior, National 
or International level in any sporting discipline. 
The scheme offers a cash contribution per 
academic year, plus free gym membership, 
physiotherapy, strength and conditioning 
and sports psychology sessions. For further 
information and application form visit our  
website liverpool.ac.uk/sports/performance/
elite-athlete-scheme/ or email  
E: athlete@liverpool.ac.uk

For general information visit the website  
liverpool.ac.uk/sports or call 
T: +44 (0)151 794 3307

Wellbeing 
We understand that looking after your fitness can 
not only help you look good, but make you feel 
great too. Feeling fit and healthy can help with 
managing the stresses and strains of everyday  
life, and lead to improved performance at work,  
or even better academic results. So our approach 
to wellbeing is not just about sport, it’s about 
helping you develop a mind-set, a real work-life 
balance that enables you to get to where you 
want to be.

Life on Campus...
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I’m passionate about sports, that’s why  
I joined the men’s volleyball team and  
I play football in a campus team too. The  
University of Liverpool is a place where  
you can be who you are and be accepted.  
It feels like I am part of something bigger,  
there’s a real sense of community.
Fabian Beckmann
International Business MSc
Germany
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Accommo  dation 
If you’re leaving home for  
the first time, don’t worry,  
the Accommodation team 
will make sure you have 
everything you need to feel 
at home in our University 
accommodation.
Our University residences offer you a comfortable,  
friendly, safe, top quality, cost-effective place to 
live, with a strong residential support network 
including staff and Residential Advisers in each 
location who are there to support you. Our Halls 
Student Experience team organise exclusive 
social events for students to help you to integrate 
with other new first year students, develop a close 
knit community and create lifelong friendships.

We offer a great choice of accommodation at  
the University to suit all students’ needs. You  
can choose from a number of different University 
residences including our Greenbank Student 
Village which is off campus, and our wide range  
of City Campus room options which include single, 
deluxe, premier, premier plus, studio and premier 
studio apartments. All University room rates 
include the cost of your private study bedroom, 
utility bills, insurance for your belongings, 
broadband and use of shared communal areas.

Greenbank Student Village
With its historic parkland and listed mansion 
house, Greenbank Student Village is home to 
a thriving community of approx. 1,350 first-year 
students in self-catered, en-suite accommodation, 
with a vibrant social scene. Newly built facilities 
include a mini gym, a 3G football pitch and large 
outdoor green spaces for summer activities.

Greenbank is located in the leafy residential area 
of Mossley Hill approximately three miles (a short 
bus ride) from the main University campus and  
the city centre.

For more information on what is available  
at Greenbank Student Village, visit  
liverpool.ac.uk/accommodation/halls

City Campus Residences
On-campus accommodation at Liverpool is 
extremely popular with current students due 
to the range of choice available. We offer self-
catered and catered options (which includes 
breakfast and three course evening meal). All 
residences are new or recently refurbished, which 
highlights the commitment of the University’s 
investment into providing a world-class student 
experience at Liverpool. Our campus residences 
are within easy walking distance of the University’s 
academic departments, recreational facilities 
including the Guild of Students, University libraries 
and our Sports and Fitness Centre. The city  
centre is just a short walk away.

Crown Place, Philharmonic Court,  
Vine Court, and Dover Court 
These modern residences offer a high standard 
of accommodation. Study bedrooms are en-suite 
with WiFi connection and shared kitchen and 
lounge areas. All include laundrettes, outdoor 
social spaces and communal chill-out spaces. 
Vine Court has an excellent restaurant. 

Melville Grove  
This residence has recently undergone a huge 
refurbishment programme. Rooms are self-catered 
with shared kitchen and bathroom facilities.

For a comprehensive list of accommodation prices 
please see overleaf, please note, these fees are 
for 2019 entry, 2020 fees will be available on 
our website liverpool.ac.uk/accommodation/
documents

Accommodation guarantee
We guarantee University accommodation to 
single international students who have firmly 
accepted an unconditional (UF) or conditional 
firm (CF) offer of study, if you have applied online 
for accommodation through our accommodation 
website by 31 July 2020. We recommend you 
submit your application as early as possible.  
You will be asked for three preferences which 
the accommodation team will use as a guideline, 
however we cannot guarantee your choices.

If you accept a University of Liverpool conditional 
insurance (CI) offer you should also apply for 
accommodation as soon as possible, as we are 
often able to offer you university accommodation 
too. However CI offer holders are not included 
within the accommodation guarantee. 

To get a feel for what it’s like to live in our  
accommodation, view videos of current students 
telling you what each hall residence is like  
liverpool.ac.uk/accommodation

You can also see a series of 360° images of  
rooms and facilities on our Virtual Open Day  
liverpool.ac.uk/virtual-open-day

If you apply after the guarantee deadline and 
there is no University accommodation available, 
Liverpool Student Homes (LSH) will be able to offer 
you advice and support in finding appropriate 
accommodation in the private sector.

For further information see  
liverpoolstudenthomes.org/accommodation
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Living in University 
accommodation is an  

excellent option for  
international students, 

particularly in the first  
year of studying  

in the UK.
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2019-20 fees
See liverpool.ac.uk/accommodation for the latest fees as they are available.

Site and  Contract Weekly Annual 
name of hall length (Wks) rate (£) rate (£)

Student Village
Greenbank Student Village
SE  Premier 39 170.80 6,661.20
SE  Premier Studio 39 189.91 7,406.49
SE  Premier Studio Apartment 39 212.38 8,282.82

City Campus
Crown Place
SE  Single 39 149.38 5,825.82
SE  Deluxe 39 155.54 6,066.06
SE  Deluxe Studio 39 179.34 6,994.26
SE  Deluxe Studio Apartment 39 190.61 7,433.79

Vine Court
SE  Single 39 163.73 6,385.47
SE  Premier 39 170.80 6,661.20
SE  Premier Plus 39 176.96 6,901.44
SE  Premier Studio 39 189.91 7,406.49
SE  Premier Studio Apartment 39 212.38 8,282.82
CE Catered Premier 39 212.38 8,282.82
CE Catered Premier Plus 39 213.22 8,315.58

Philharmonic Court
SE  Premier 39 170.80 6,661.20
SE  Premier Plus 39 176.96 6,901.44
SE  Premier Studio 39 189.91 7,406.49
SE  Premier Studio Apartment 39 212.38 8,282.82

Melville Grove
S  Single 39 138.46 5,399.94
S  Double 39 145.11 5,659.29

CE Catered en-suite   S Self-catered   SE Self-catered en-suite
*Dover Court residence is primarily for returning students (2nd, 3rd, 4th year).

Greenbank Student Village 
Students at residence: 1,500
Students per corridor: 4-9

Melville Grove  
Students at residence: 338
Students per corridor: 6-9

Philharmonic Court 
Students at residence: 354
Students per corridor: 4-6

Crown Place 
Students at residence: 1,257
Students per corridor: 3-8

Vine Court  
Students at residence: 500
Students per corridor: 2-16

Dover Court* 
Students at residence: 360
Students per corridor: 6-7

28 Life on Campus... @livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube

The experience of studying and living in a different culture is very 
special. It teaches me how to treat people from different backgrounds 
with an open mind and how to appreciate every individual. I’m 
enjoying the learning process of my course and I chose every module 
based on my key interests so I’m enjoying everything I’m learning.  
I also like the relaxing environment here it gives me space to think 
about things. Living in Uni halls also gives me opportunities to 
learn more about people and the culture here.

Yulin Zhou
Progressed from XJTLU  
Communications and Media BA (Hons) 
China 



Melville Grove 
Halls of Residence

Vine Court
Halls of Residence

Crown Place 
Halls of Residence

Philharmonic
Court

Greenbank
Student Village

Dover
Court

Liverpool Football 
Club Stadium (approx 2km)
Everton Football 
Club Stadium (approx 2km)

Melville Grove 
Halls of Residence

Vine Court
Halls of Residence

Crown Place 
Halls of Residence

Philharmonic
Court

Greenbank
Student Village

Dover
Court

Liverpool Football 
Club Stadium (approx 2km)
Everton Football 
Club Stadium (approx 2km)
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   Our 
Accommodation

 Main University 
 Precinct
Walking Distance
University to Lime Street Station : 15mins
University to Royal Albert Dock : 25mins

 City Centre Attractions
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Learning resources 
Investing in the student experience is important to us  
so you can be assured that your studies will be supported  
by the very latest technologies, facilities and resources.

The University libraries
 Two million books
 94,000 electronic journals and online  
access to most major databases
 845,000 e-books including academic texts, 
reports and conference proceedings
 Extensive special collections, such as 
Europe’s largest Science Fiction collection, 
plus rare books and manuscripts
 Electronic resources can be accessed from 
any computer and most mobile devices
 24/7 access on or off campus to the library 
catalogue, the programme notes your 
department has put online and a fantastic 
array of learning materials
 Both the Sydney Jones and Harold  
Cohen libraries are open 24/7 throughout  
the academic year providing computer  
and study space
 Laptop loan service
 Zoned workspaces to provide silent,  
quiet and group study space
 The Library App (iOS and Android) enables 
easy access to the library and the ability  
to borrow books without your ID card
 ‘Pass the Book’ provides an innovative 
student-to-student marketplace for  
second-hand text books and often  
includes key texts from reading lists.

liverpool.ac.uk/library

 @LivUniLibrary

IT services
 24/7 service desk including a self-service 
portal to help you with any IT query
 20GB of secure file space to save  
your work throughout your studies
 Over 2,000 computers are available  
across campus
 High speed WiFi available for laptops, 
tablets and mobiles
 24/7 computer access in libraries
 Free software to install on your own 
computer, including the latest versions  
of Microsoft Office and antivirus software
 Free mobile apps that let you access  
your timetables and coursework  
wherever you are
 Activate your account once your place  
is confirmed to access University email  
and IT resources before you arrive.

liverpool.ac.uk/csd

 @liverpoolcsd

Online learning environment
Virtual Interactive Teaching at Liverpool (VITAL) 
supports learning and teaching activities online. 
This enables quick and easy provision of your 
programme materials; communication tools such  
as discussion boards and virtual chat facilities,  
view recorded lectures online to support your  
study and revision. All our students also have  
access to Lynda.com from LinkedIn. A leading  
online learning platform that helps anyone to  
learn business, software, technology and creative 
skills to achieve personal and professional goals.

Learn a new language 
and open up your world 
In today’s increasingly globalised society graduates 
who speak another language are in high demand. 
We give all our students the chance to take up or 
continue learning a language in a number of ways; 
as a named degree programme specialising in 
language and culture; within your degree as a credit 
bearing minor subject; or as a non-credit bearing, 
standalone unit on top of your degree. Languages 
offered include French, Spanish, German, Chinese 
(Mandarin), Italian, Portuguese, Basque or Catalan. 
Courses are available at beginner, intermediate or 
advanced level. Visit liverpool.ac.uk/languages

Learn something completely new
Continuing Education provides a range of flexible 
short courses for students including; beginners’ 
languages, creative writing, digital marketing, 
leadership, music production and much more!  
With reduced rates for students and evening  
and weekend courses, the programme is  
flexible enough to fit around your studies.  
See liverpool.ac.uk/continuing-education/
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Life on Campus...

The standard of education provided by the University, especially  
the number of contact hours is excellent. The many facilities  
and social amenities make studying easy and convenient, from  
the departments themselves to the libraries and the Sport and 
Fitness Centre. I am a member of the Afro-Caribbean Society  
and Legal Society and as a law student I enjoy visiting the  
courts and attending law clinic programmes.

Frances Ebele Okwuonu
Progressed from Liverpool International College
LLB (Hons) Law
Nigeria

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube

The 
 Mobile Learn  

app gives you access to  
VITAL on your mobile  

wherever you  
are.
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Our support 
services 
Whatever help you need  
our support network is here 
to help you.

International Advice and Guidance (IAG)
The IAG team provide specialist advice to all 
international students on a wide variety of issues 
including immigration, visas, personal, practical 
and financial matters. IAG work with students, 
University departments and the Liverpool Guild 
of Students to improve the overall experience 
of our international students. We are available 
throughout the year to support you before, during 
and after your studies in the UK. We have lots 
of useful information on our website or you can 
contact us directly if you need specific advice.

For more information please contact  
T: +44 (0)151 794 5863  
E: iagteam@liverpool.ac.uk 
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/international

Health
In the UK, the National Health Service (NHS) is  
the state health service. After paying a health 
service charge of £300 per year as part of your 
visa application process you will be able to access 
free NHS health treatment. The NHS is available 
to students from countries with reciprocal 
healthcare agreements, such as many European 
countries. European students should apply for 
a free European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) 
in their home country before travelling to the 
UK. Please see the UKCISA website for further 
information ukcisa.org.uk/Information--Advice/
studying--living-in-the-UK/Health-and-healthcare

Brownlow Health Practice on campus provides 
free health treatment to students. It is a full-time 
general practice offering medical services to 
students on campus provided by GPs and  
nurses. Surgeries are held every weekday  
T: +44 (0)151 285 4578/4784 
brownlowhealth.co.uk

Student Administration Centre
Located in the centre of campus, staff at the centre 
can provide you with help and information relating 
to registration and administrative processes. 

Religion
As you might expect in a city of this size,  
Liverpool has places of worship for virtually  
every religion and faith and we can help you 
find them. Faith Express is the centre for faith 
information on campus. The University also  
has a purpose built Muslim Prayer Room in the  
Sydney Jones Library, Christian chaplains and 
student societies for other faiths such as Baha’i, 
Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism and Sikhism  
liverpoolchaplaincy.co.uk

Counselling service
We provide confidential counselling and support 
to help students with personal and emotional 
problems affecting their studies and general 
wellbeing, both on an individual basis and through 
our programme of workshops. Topics include 
optimising performance, managing anxiety  
and confidence building. Visit our website  
for full details about all the services we offer. 
T: +44 (0)151 794 3304   
E: counserv@liverpool.ac.uk 
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/counselling/

Mental Health Advisory Service
Our full-time service is available throughout  
the year to support students experiencing 
difficulties. We are also available to advise 
students considering making an application  
to study. T: +44 (0)151 794 2320  
E: mentalhealthadviser@liverpool.ac.uk

Support for disabled students
Our Disability Advice and Guidance team work 
closely with students and academic schools/
departments to offer practical help and appropriate 
support to meet the individual needs of students 
with a disability to ensure you succeed on your 
course, reach your full potential and reduce any 
disadvantage you may experience as a result  
of any disability. 

Examples of support we offer include:

 Confidential one-to-one disability adviser 
appointments and drop-in
 Assistance with obtaining funding to support 
disability-related study needs, eg access to 
loans, specialist equipment and assistive 
software
 Identification of individual reasonable 
adjustments
 Liaison with academic departments and  
other University teams to communicate and 
implement individual support requirements
 A disabled student network forum
 Assistive software workshops
 Provision of study assistants eg laboratory 
assistants, transitional support workers, note 
takers, mentors, library assistants, study  
skills tutors.

T: +44 (0)151 794 5863/8634  
E: disteam@liverpool.ac.uk 
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/disability

Diversity and Equality
The University is committed to ensuring  
that all students are able to succeed, and we 
are committed to ensuring that no students 
experience any form of disadvantage because  
of their age, disability status, gender reassignment, 
pregnancy or maternity, marriage or civil 
partnership, race or nationality, religious belief 
or non-belief, gender, or because of their sexual 
orientation. liverpool.ac.uk/diversity-and-equality

Childcare facilities
Our purpose-built Children’s Centre on campus 
provides full-day care places for babies and 
pre-school children. The Centre also runs play 
schemes for children during school holidays.  
T: +44 (0)151 794 5863 E: sscrec@liverpool.ac.uk  
liverpool.ac.uk/childcare/ or  
kidsinbloom.co.uk/portfolio/ 
university-of-liverpool-nursery

Our commitment to a safe environment 
To ensure we provide a safe environment for all 
our students we outline our expectations around 
the behaviour and conduct of our students  
on and off line and on and off campus in our 
student conduct policy. Find out more 
liverpool.ac.uk/student-administration/student-
administration-centre/policies-procedures/
conduct-discipline
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Our support network...
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Careers and 
Employability 
Our award-winning Careers and Employability  
team are here to help you make the most of  
your time at the University. We provide expert advice, 
support, and resources for international students to  
help you prepare for your future, give you a head start  
in the graduate job market and achieve your ambitions. 

As a student at the University you will have full 
access to up-to-date resources and support  
in the Careers Studio located in the centre of 
campus, or online at liverpool.ac.uk/careers 

Our support is focused around three themes, 
helping you to Apply for jobs, Connect with 
potential employers, and Explore career 
opportunities. Our Career Studio offers an 
informal and welcoming space to work on job 
applications with our Career Coaches, meet 
leading employers, and discover the latest 
placement, internship, and graduate vacancies.

The peer-to-peer support from our team  
of Career Coaches includes help with:

 Career planning 
 Understanding the job market 
 Finding and applying for jobs and  
internships in the UK and overseas
 Making effective applications through   
CVs, letters and application forms 
 Preparing for job interviews  
 Performing effectively at assessment centres 
 Strengthening your networking skills,  
including digital networking.

We also offer a comprehensive programme of 
careers seminars, workshops, fairs and industry 
networking events that are open to all students. 

In addition, we offer a series of careers related 
events specifically for international students. 
These workshops are delivered by careers  
staff and our International Advice and Guidance 
team in collaboration with external organisations. 
Sessions also include talks and presentations by 
professional industry bodies and organisations.

We have a wide range of online resources to 
help with everything from researching potential 
employers to creating the perfect CV. You can  
also book practice interviews or have a go at 
online recruitment tests to help before it comes  
to the real thing.

The Careers and Employability team provide  
general advice on working in the UK, but 
not specific visa advice. Our colleagues in 
International Advice and Guidance can help you 
with this, visit liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/
international for more information. You can  
also access information on how you can  
work in the UK at ukcisa.org.uk

As a University of Liverpool student you will  
have access to a wide range of job opportunities 
via our CareerHub website. These include:

 Graduate jobs and internships
 Year in Industry placements
 Summer Internships and Insight Schemes
 Part-time jobs for students. 
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Our support network...

Recent employers of our international graduates 
include: Accenture, Amazon, Arup, Bank of  
China, Grant Thornton, HSBC, IBM, KPMG,  
Jaguar Land Rover, Liverpool Football Club,  
PwC, Sony, Unilever and University of Liverpool.

International students offer employers a wide 
range of skills and experience, including language 
skills, cultural awareness, adaptability and 
diversity. To maximise your chances of finding 
work both in the UK and abroad, it is important 
that you continue to develop your employability 
skills through the many opportunities provided 
whilst you are at university such as volunteering, 
gaining work experience, extracurricular activities, 
networking opportunities, and activities to improve 
your English language skills.

If you are considering graduate or internship 
opportunities in the UK or abroad for the following 
summer, it is important that you research and 
apply for these opportunities early as many of  
the larger schemes will have closing dates in  
the autumn term.

Employers who regularly visit the University to 
talk about their opportunities for students and 
graduates include: PwC, Arup, Deloitte, Astra 
Zeneca, KPMG, HSBC, IBM, Fujitsu, and Unilever. 
Last year we welcomed more than 200 top 
employers onto campus to speak to our students.

As one of the top 25 UK universities most 
targeted by global graduate employers (High 
Fliers Research 2018), and 22nd in the QS 
Graduate Employability Rankings 2018 for 
graduate employability, our students enjoy high 
employability rates, with 94% of all the University’s 
graduates in employment or further study six 
months after graduation (DLHE 2017/18).

I have received lots of help from the 
Careers and Employability service. I have 
received one-to-one advice and help with 
applications and interviews which has 
helped me secure a part-time job here. I 
have also attended career seminars which 
have helped me become more employable 
and find graduate work after my studies.

Lian Quing
MSc Consumer Marketing

FIRST
in the Russell Group for graduate  

employability (DLHE 2016/17).

TOP 25
In the top 25 UK universities most  

targeted by graduate employers  
(High Fliers Research 2018).

AWARD 
WINNING

Career and Employability service.
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Our global  
alumni network 

liverpool.ac.uk/alumni

My time at Liverpool was nothing short of extraordinary.  
I was able to immerse myself in the University’s community 
through the basketball club and working as an International 
Ambassador. I travelled around the UK, Ireland and Europe 
learning more about different cultures and the world beyond 
the U.S.A – an education unto itself. Last but not least I got  
to study Politics and Mass Media, a passion of mine and one  
that with the help of Liverpool I have been able to translate 
into a successful career at CBS News.
Sean Gallitz
MA Politics and Mass Media
USA

graduates in our  
USA Alumni  

Network.

2,301
2,246

15,365

graduates in our  
Nigeria Alumni  

Network.

graduates in our  
China Alumni  

Network.
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With more than 228,000 
graduates located all over 
the world, the University of 
Liverpool boasts a thriving 
alumni community which 
will be invaluable to you 
throughout your university 
journey and beyond. 
We are enormously proud of our global 
alumni family and we are confident your 
Liverpool degree will be of great benefit  
to you throughout your career.

As a graduate you can:

 Connect with alumni around the  
world by joining one of our 35 
professional, academic and social 
networks and attending our events

 Learn new skills through discounted 
postgraduate study and CPD 
opportunities, free online journal  
access and online seminars

 Develop your career by joining  
our new global networking platform  
created exclusively for University  
of Liverpool students and alumni.

Our support network...



4140 City Life...

We are steeped in history  
and stories just beginning.  
A place to belong, start from, 
and always come back to.  
Study with us and belong.

Energetic, beautiful, creative and  
welcoming... there’s nowhere quite like 
Liverpool. As a traditional port-city we have  
a diverse population drawn from a wide  
range of countries, cultures and religions  
from around the world and we are sure  
you will feel at home here.

 Liverpool has the oldest Chinatown  
in Europe and is home to the largest 
Chinese gateway arch outside of China,  
built to commemorate the twinning  
of Shanghai and Liverpool

 Liverpool was home to the first Mosque  
in the UK, the Abdullah Quilliam Mosque

 The University has an active Islamic Society 
who host Friday prayers in our purpose built 
prayer room and break fast together during 
Ramadan

 The city is home to Britain’s most 
established African community dating back 
to the 1730’s and each year Liverpool hosts 
Africa Oyé – the biggest live free African 
music festival in Britain

 You can dance to Samba music at Brazilica 
Music Festival, held in Liverpool every year

 The Malay speaking Circle unites Malay 
speakers from Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei 
and Thailand each month

 Many international supermarkets in  
the city sell international ingredients  
and Halal meat is widely available 
throughout the city

 Many restaurants, cafés and shops  
cater for vegetarians.

City
life
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With more galleries and museums 
than any city outside London, 
Liverpool is a cultural paradise; 
from old masters to modern 
masterpieces and cutting-edge 
film, photography and visual 
arts. Turn a corner in Liverpool 
and you will stumble across a 
theatre venue the most renowned 
of which stage premieres by local 
and international writers, as 
well as hosting popular touring  
West End productions.

 Walker Art Gallery

 Tate Liverpool

 FACT

 Bluecoat

 Museum of Liverpool

 The Liverpool Slavery 
Museum

 Merseyside Maritime 
Museum

 Everyman Theatre

 Liverpool Playhouse

 Liverpool Empire

 Unity Theatre

 Secret Garden Cinema

You might be surprised to find 
how green Liverpool is, the 
city has a wealth of beautiful 
parks. In the south of the city 
you will find Sefton Park and 
Lark Lane, home to chilled-out 
bars, restaurants and an eclectic 
mix of independent shops. As a 
coastal city we also have some 
beautiful beaches. To the north 
of the city you will find Formby, 
an unspoilt stretch of National 
Trust coastline with fantastic 
sand dunes and forests. Or head 
to Crosby Beach to see Antony 
Gormley’s ‘Another Place’, an 
installation of 100 life-size cast 
iron figures facing towards the 
sea. Liverpool is also within easy 
reach of the Lake District, North 
Wales and the Peak District.

 Sefton Park

 Calderstones Park

 Lark Lane

 Croxteth Country Park

 The Royal Albert Dock

 Formby

 Crosby Beach

 Lake District

 Peak District

 North Wales

Liverpool is sport mad. Home 
to two of the Premier League's 
biggest football teams, Liverpool 
FC and Everton FC, both 
grounds are a mile or so from the 
city centre. Aintree Racecourse 
is home to one of the highlights 
of the annual horse racing 
calendar, the Grand National. 
Locally there is county cricket, 
world class golf courses on 
‘England’s Golf Coast’ such as 
Royal Birkdale, Rugby League 
at St Helens and Widnes, 
and ample opportunities for 
water sports at the Liverpool 
Watersports Centre and the 
coastal outskirts of the city.

 Liverpool FC

 Everton FC

 Aintree Racecourse

 Liverpool Cricket Club

 Royal Birkdale

 Royal Liverpool Golf Club

 St Helens Rugby FC

City Life...
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Culture SportRelaxing

Whether you prefer to see big 
names in stadium size venues 
or the newest unknown talent in 
underground clubs, Liverpool is 
the place to be. Classical music 
fans should not miss the world 
renowned Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra. Year-
round Liverpool draws crowds 
to its internationally acclaimed 
music and cultural festivals. 
You can be sure Liverpool is 
always celebrating something.

 M&S Arena Liverpool

 Liverpool Philharmonic

 Camp and Furnace

 The Guild

 Liverpool Sound City

 Liverpool International  
Music Festival

 Africa Oyé

 Creamfields

 Brouhaha

 Brazilica

 Liverpool Pride

 Mersey River Festival

 Liverpool Biennial

Music and 
festivals

There is an incredible range of 
cafés, bistros and restaurants in 
Liverpool appealing to all tastes 
and budgets. Enjoy food in the 
chilled out, bohemian surroundings 
of Hope Street, or you can enjoy 
fine dining alongside breath- 
taking 360° views across the  
city from Panoramic 34.

 Chinatown

 Yuet Ben

 Neon Jamon

 Camp and Furnace

 Fatoush

 The Quarter

 Greekosophy

 The Egg Cafe

 Papillon

 Shipping Forecast

 Pima at the Hilton

 Heebie Jeebies

 CIRCO Never Ever Land

 Kingdom

 24 Kitchen Street

With over 250 city centre bars, 
pubs and clubs and plenty of 
student nights to pick from it’s  
no surprise users of Trip Advisor 
voted Liverpool as Britain’s  
Best Nightlife destination.

Eating out 
and night  

life

Liverpool is a shopping 
destination to rival any city. 
Liverpool ONE houses 160 
shops that are open late into the 
evening, along with restaurants 
and a multiplex cinema. Nearby, 
there is high-end and designer 
fashion at the Met Quarter and 
Cavern Walks and just a short 
walk from there you can find 
small, eclectic boutiques and 
quirky shops, in Bold Street, 
offering a range of styles from 
urban streetwear to vintage.

 Liverpool ONE

 Met Quarter

 Cavern Walks

 Grand Central

 Bold Street

Liverpool ONE houses over  
160 shops, bars and restaurants 
and a multiplex cinema  
right in the heart of  
Liverpool city centre.

Shopping
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Faculty of Health and Life Sciences
  UCAS Typical Offer Overseas 
Programme  Code A level  IB Fee 

Institute of Clinical Sciences
Dentistry
Bachelor of Dental Surgery BDS 5 years A200 AAA 36 £36,300
Dental Therapy BSc (Hons) 3 years B750 ABB 33 £36,300

Health Sciences
Diagnostic Radiography BSc (Hons) 3 years* B821 BBB 30 £21,300
Nursing BSc (Hons) 3 years* B700 BBB 30 £21,300
Occupational Therapy BSc (Hons) 3 years* B920 BBB 30 £21,300
Orthoptics BSc (Hons) 3 years* B520 BBB 30 £21,300
Physiotherapy BSc (Hons) 3 years* B160 AAB 32 £21,300

Medicine
Medicine and Surgery MBChB 5 years A100 AAA 36 £34,550

Institute of Life and Human Sciences
Life Sciences
Anatomy and Human Biology BSc (Hons) 3 years B110 AAB 34 £21,300
Biochemistry BSc (Hons) 3 years C700 ABB 33 £21,300
Biological and Medical Sciences BSc (Hons) 3 years C130 ABB 33 £21,300
Biological Sciences BSc (Hons) 3 years C100 ABB 33 £21,300
Bioveterinary Science BSc (Hons) 3 years D900 ABB 33 £21,300
Genetics BSc (Hons) 3 years C400 ABB 33 £21,300
Human Physiology BSc (Hons) 3 years B120 ABB 33 £21,300
Microbiology BSc (Hons) 3 years C500 ABB 33 £21,300
Pharmacology BSc (Hons) 3 years B210 AAB 34 £21,300
Tropical Disease Biology BSc (Hons) 3 years C111 ABB 33 £21,300
Zoology BSc (Hons) 3 years C300 ABB 33 £21,300
MBiolSci (Integrated master’s) 4 years C900 AAB 34 £21,300
– Biochemistry 
– Biological Sciences 
– Bioveterinary Sciences 
– Genetics 
– Human Physiology 
– Microbiology 
– Pharmacology 
– Tropical Disease 
– Zoology

Psychology 
Psychology BSc (Hons) 3 years  C800 ABB 33  £21,300
Psychology MPsycholSci (Hons) 4 years C804 AAA 36 £21,300

Institute of Veterinary Sciences
Veterinary Science
Veterinary Science BVSc 5 years D100 AAA 36 £34,550

*All programmes in Health Sciences are now available for international students applying through UCAS.

 Including 6 in higher level science subject.

Undergraduate 
programmes 
You can choose from an extensive range of hundreds 
of undergraduate programmes including: Accounting, 
Aerospace Engineering, Architecture, Biochemistry,  
Business, Computing, Electronics, Environment and  
Planning, Geology, Law, Medicine and Zoology.

Our undergraduate programmes, fees and entry 
requirements listed on the following pages are 
grouped by Faculty. We have three Faculties at 
Liverpool, Health and Life Sciences, Humanities  
and Social Sciences and Science and Engineering. 
For further information and details of modules see 
liverpool.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses
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What I enjoy most about my 
course is the large amount of 
practical, hands-on learning it 
offers. I have also thoroughly 
enjoyed developing my approach 
to patients and learning how to 
effectively communicate with them 
to provide the best quality health 
care. I love the fact that everyday 
I’m learning something new and 
expanding on my knowledge. 
There is so much support for 
students on my course, if I ever 
need help it is always available.

Faisal Alreefy
MBChB Medicine and Surgery
Bahrain
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Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
  UCAS Typical Offer Overseas 
Programme  Code A level  IB Fee 

School of the Arts 
Architecture
Architecture BA (Hons) leading to a  K100 AAA 36 £21,200 
2 years master’s degree (MArch) 3 years 
Master of Architecture MArch 2 years  2:1 degree  £21,200

Communication and Media
Communication and Media BA (Hons) 3 years  P900 ABB 33 £17,050
Communication and Media with a Year in Industry P901 ABB 33 £17,050  
BA (Hons) 4 years  
Communication and Media with Game Design Studies I611 ABB 33 £17,050 
BA (Hons) 3 years  

English
English BA (Hons) 3 years  Q300 ABB 33 • £17,400
English with Game Design Studies BA (Hons) 3 years  I612 ABB 33 • £17,400
English Language BA (Hons) 3 years  Q310 ABB 33 • £17,400
English Language with Game Design Studies BA (Hons) 3 years I613 ABB 33 • £17,400
English Literature BA (Hons) 3 years  Q320 ABB 33  • £17,400
English Literature with Game Design Studies BA (Hons) 3 years I614 ABB 33 • £17,400

Music
Music BA (Hons) 3 years   W300 ABB 33  £17,400
Music with Game Design Studies BA (Hons) 3 years  I615 ABB 33  £17,400
Popular Music BA (Hons) 3 years  W340 ABB 33  £17,400
Popular Music with Game Design Studies BA (Hons) 3 years  I618 ABB 33  £17,400
Music and Popular Music BA (Hons) 3 years W301 ABB 33  £17,400
Music and Technology BA (Hons) 3 years   W370 ABB 33  £17,400
Music and Technology with Game Design Studies BA (Hons) 3 years  I616 ABB 33  £17,400
Game Design Studies**   

Philosophy
Philosophy BA (Hons) 3 years  V500 AAB 35 £17,450
Philosophy with Game Design Studies BA (Hons) 3 years  I617 ABB 33 £17,450
Mathematics and Philosophy BA (Joint Hons) 3 years GV15 ABB 33  £17,900
Philosophy, Politics and Economics BA (Hons) 3 years LOVO ABB 33 £17,450

School of Histories, Languages and Cultures
Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology
Ancient History BA (Hons) 3 years   V110 ABB 33 • £18,250
Archaeology BA (Hons) 3 years  V400 BBB 33 • £18,250
Archaeology BSc (Hons) 3 years V402 BBB 33 • £18,250
Archaeology of Ancient Civilisations BA (Hons) 3 years V401 BBB 33 • £18,250
Classics BA (Hons) 3 years  Q800 ABB 33 •  £18,250
Classical Studies BA (Hons) 3 years  Q810 ABB 33 • £18,250
Egyptology BA (Hons) 3 years  V410 BBB 33 • £18,250
Evolutionary Anthropology BSc (Hons) 3 years V4B1 BBB 33 • £18,250
Ancient Greek/Hispanic Studies/Latin* 

 Programme available as joint honours degree.

*Only available as a minor language option to combine with degrees as 'named degree pathways'. 

**Only available as a 50% option as part of Honours Select. 

Including 6 in higher level Maths no score less than 4.

 •Including 6 in higher level English no score less than 4.

  UCAS Typical Offer Overseas 
Programme  Code A level  IB Fee

School of Histories, Languages and Cultures
History
History BA (Hons) 3 years  V100 AAA-AAB 36-35   £17,400

Irish Studies
Irish Studies BA (Hons) 3 years  Q540 BBB 30  £17,400

Modern Languages and Cultures
Available as Single Honours and to combine as part of a Joint Honours programme 
French BA (Hons) 4 years  R120 ABB 33 £17,400
German BA (Hons) 4 years  R220 ABB 33  £17,400
Hispanic Studies BA (Hons) 4 years  RR45 ABB 33  £17,400
Italian BA (Hons) 4 years   R300 ABB 33  £17,400
Programme combinations with Film Studies
Film Studies BA (Hons)  P303 ABB 33  £17,400
Film Studies with Communication & Media BA (Hons) 3 years T367 ABB 33  £17,400
Film Studies with English BA (Hons) 3 years T370 ABB 33  £17,400
Film Studies with Philosophy BA (Hons) 3 years T385 ABB 33  £17,400
Film Studies with International Politics and Policy BA (Hons) 3 years T378 ABB 33  £17,400
Film Studies with Irish Studies BA (Hons) 3 years T379 ABB 33  £17,400
Film Studies with Classical Studies BA (Hons) 3 years T366 ABB 33  £17,400
Available as Single Honours only
Modern Languages Triple Subject BA (Hons) 4 years  T900 ABB 33  £17,400
Modern Language Studies BA (Hons) 3 years R910 ABB 33  £17,400
Basque*    
Catalan*     
Chinese*    
Chinese Studies** 
French*
German*    
Italian*    
Portuguese*    
Spanish*    

Politics
International Politics and Policy BA (Hons) 3 years  L240 ABB 33 £17,400
Politics BA (Hons) 3 years  L210 ABB 33 £17,400
Politics and International Business BA (Joint Hons) 3 years LN21 ABB 33 £17,400

School of Law and Social Justice
Law LLB (Hons) 3 years  M100 ABB 33 £17,450
Law with Accounting and Finance LLB (Hons) 3 years M101 ABB 33 £17,450
Law with a Year Abroad LLB (Hons) 4 years M111 ABB 33 £17,450
Law with Business LLB (Hons) 3 years T923 ABB 33 £17,450
Law with Criminology LLB (Hons) 3 years T928 ABB 33 £17,450
Law with Politics LLB (Hons) 3 years T945 ABB 33 £17,450
Law for Graduates LLB (Hons) 2 years M109 2:1 degree  £17,450

 Programme available as joint honours degree.

*Only available as a minor language option to combine with degrees as 'named degree pathways'. 

**Only available as a 50% option as part of Honours Select. 
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Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
  UCAS Typical Offer Overseas 
Programme  Code A level  IB Fee 

Sociology, Social Policy and Criminology 
Criminology BA (Hons) 3 years  L311 BBB 30 £17,450
Criminology with Sociology BA (Hons) 3 years T957 BBB 30 £17,450
Criminology with Social Policy BA (Hons) 3 years T959 BBB 30 £17,450
Sociology BA (Hons) 3 years  L302 BBB 30 £17,450
Sociology with Criminology BA (Hons) 3 years T809 BBB 30 £17,450
Sociology with Social Policy BA (Hons) 3 years T828 BBB 30 £17,450
Social Policy 3 years* 

University of Liverpool Management School
Accounting and Finance BA (Hons) 3 years N400 AAB 35  £17,800
Accounting and Finance with a Year in Industry BA (Hons) 4 years N401 AAB 35  £17,800
Business Economics BA (Hons) 3 years LN11 ABB 33  £17,800
Business Economics with a Year in Industry BA (Hons) 4 years LN12 ABB 33  £17,800
Business Management BA (Hons) 3 years  N100 ABB 33  £17,800
Business*     £17,800
Business Management with a Year in Industry BA (Hons) 4 years N101 ABB 33  £17,800
Economics BSc (Hons) 3 years  L100 AAB 36  £17,800
Economics with a Year in Industry BSc (Hons) 4 years L101 AAB 36  £17,800
Economics*  L100 AAB 36  £17,800
Finance BSc (Hons) 3 years N301 AAB  35  £17,800
Finance with a Year in Industry BSc (Hons) 4 years N302 AAB  35  £17,800
International Business BA (Hons) 3 years N120 ABB 33  £17,800
International Business with a Year in Industry BA (Hons) 4 years N121 ABB 33  £17,800
Marketing BA (Hons) 3 years N500 AAB 35  £17,800
Marketing with a Year in Industry BA (Hons) 4 years N501 AAB 35  £17,800

 Programme available as joint honours degree.

*Only available as a 50% subject combination option as part of Honours Select.

No score less than 4.

Including Mathematics.

Honours Select 
Choosing a subject to study at university can be a daunting 
task, and we understand that a lot can change once you start 
studying. Honours Select gives you the flexibility to design 
your own joint honours degree from a vast range of subjects 
across the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences. 

With 30 different subjects and over 200 subject 
combinations to choose from, you can select a 
degree that is tailored to your interests, academic 
strengths and career aspirations.

The Honours Select framework gives you additional 
flexibility. For the majority of combinations it gives 
you the opportunity to continue with both subjects 
at 50% or you can choose to increase/decrease a 
subject weighting by 25% at the end of your first 
year, if you find you enjoy one subject more than 
the other, or you feel one of your subjects is more 
relevant to your future career goals. 

Example: You may choose to apply for Joint 
Honours ‘English and History’, but after Year One 
opt to decrease the 50% weighting of History by 
25% and increase the weighting of English to 75%.

There are exceptions to this principle.  
The weighting of any University of Liverpool 
Management School subject cannot be increased. 
If you wish to obtain a Qualifying Law Degree 
in order to practice Law you will need to study 
a Single Honours Law Degree (100%) or one of 
our named Major/Minor programmes with 75% 
in Law. It is also not possible to increase the Law 
component of any 50/50 programme involving 
Law, due to specific module requirements for 
qualifying law degrees. In addition, Games Design 
Studies is currently only available at 50% or 25%.

Entry requirements
For the majority of Joint Honours (50:50) 
combinations, the entry requirement is ABB. The 
exceptions are where both subjects have an entry 
requirement of BBB, in which case the joint entry 
(50:50) requirement will also be BBB. You will need 
to satisfy the subject specific entry requirements, 
including GCSE, for both subject areas. 

How does it work?
Use our 50/50 combinations grid on our website 
to choose your first subject of interest from the 
vertical list, then working across the grid see if it  
is available to be studied in combination with your 
second subject of interest on the horizontal list. 
Available combinations show the relevant UCAS 
code to use when applying, combinations that are 
greyed out in the grid are not currently available. 
liverpool.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses/
honours-select

We offer the chance to combine subjects  
from across the Faculty of Humanities and  
Social Sciences with a language, at a variety  
of weightings. For more information see  
liverpool.ac.uk/languages

Study abroad with Honours Select
Students studying under Honours Select can  
still apply to study abroad, as long as both 
subjects have compatible partners. See course 
details on our website for more information.

Contact us
For further enquiries about Honours Select, 
contact E: honoursselect@liverpool.ac.uk

I appreciate how helpful and nice all the staff are here.  
You feel supported in your studies and the great tutorial 
system aids learning and helps you manage workloads.  
All the lecturers are very professional and enthusiastic 
about their subject, which is something I really value. 
Liverpool is the perfect city in my opinion. It’s not too big, 
so it’s not overwhelming and chaotic, but it’s big enough  
for it to be vibrant and exciting and to offer everything you 
could ask for and it is also really, really pretty. Liverpool 
also has an amazing music scene, festivals, concerts and 
other musical events take place in the city and almost  
every week nightclubs and bars host events for all  
kinds of music genres.

Denise Lillini
BA (Hons) French and Mathematics
Italy
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Faculty of Science and Engineering
  UCAS Typical Offer Overseas 
Programme  Code A level  IB Fee 

School of Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science BSc (Hons) 3 years G400 ABB 33 £21,300
Computer Science with a Year in Industry BSc (Hons) 4 years G403 ABB 33 £21,300
Computer Science MEng (Hons) 4 years G401 AAB 35 £21,300
Computer Science with a Year in Industry MEng (Hons) 5 years  G404 AAB 35 £21,300
Computer Science with Software Development BSc (Hons) 3 years G610 ABB 33 £21,300
Computer Science with Software Development  G611 ABB 35 £21,300 
with a Year in Industry BSc (Hons) 4 years 
Financial Computing BSc (Hons) 3 years GN34 ABB 33 £21,300
Financial Computing with a Year in Industry BSc (Hons) 4 years G3N4 ABB 33 £21,300
Mathematics and Computer Science BSc (Hons) 3 years  GG14 ABB 33 £20,050
Mathematics and Computer Science with  GG16 ABB 33 £20,050 
a Year in Industry BSc (Hons) 4 years 
Computer Science with Education MEng 4 years* N/A   £21,300

Electrical Engineering and Electronics
Avionic Systems BEng (Hons) 3 years H430 AAB 35 £21,300
Avionic Systems with a Year in Industry BEng (Hons) 4 years H432 AAB 35 £21,300
Avionic Systems MEng (Hons) 4 years H431 AAA 36 £21,300
Computer Science and Electronic Engineering BEng (Hons) 3 years HH66 ABB 35  £21,300
Computer Science and Electronic Engineering  HG6L ABB 35  £21,300 
with a Year in Industry BEng (Hons) 4 years 
Computer Science and Electronic Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years GHK6 AAB 35 £21,300
Electrical and Electronic Engineering BEng (Hons) 3 years H603 ABB 35 £21,300
Electrical and Electronic Engineering with  H605 ABB 35 £21,300 
a Year in Industry BEng (Hons) 4 years 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years H606 AAB 35 £21,300
Electrical and Electronic Engineering with  H607  AAB 35 £21,300 
a Year in Industry MEng (Hons) 5 years
Mechatronics and Robotic Systems BEng (Hons) 3 years HH67 ABB 35 £21,300
Mechatronics and Robotic Systems with  HHP7 ABB 35 £21,300 
a Year in Industry BEng (Hons) 4 years 
Mechatronics and Robotic Systems MEng (Hons) 4 years HH76 AAB 35 £21,300
Mechatronics and Robotic Systems with  HHR6 AAB 35 £21,300 
a Year in Industry MEng (Hons) 5 years 

School of Engineering
Aerospace Engineering BEng (Hons) 3 years H425 ABB 33 £21,300
Aerospace Engineering with a Year in Industry BEng (Hons) 4 years H426 ABB 33 £21,300
Aerospace Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years H421 AAA 35 £21,300
Aerospace Engineering with a Year in Industry MEng (Hons) 5 years H422 AAA 35 £21,300
Aerospace Engineering with Pilot Studies BEng (Hons) 3 years H401 ABB 33 £21,300
Aerospace Engineering with Pilot Studies  H403 ABB 33 £21,300 
with a Year in Industry BEng (Hons) 4 years 
Aerospace Engineering with Pilot Studies MEng (Hons) 4 years H402 AAA 35 £21,300
Aerospace Engineering with Pilot Studies  H404 AAA 33 £21,300 
with a Year in Industry MEng (Hons) 5 years
Architectural Engineering BEng (Hons) 3 years HK26 ABB 33 £21,300
Architectural Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years HK28 AAB 35 £21,300
Civil Engineering BEng (Hons) 3 years H200 ABB 33 £21,300
Civil Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years H202 AAB 35 £21,300
Civil and Structural Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years H220 AAB 35 £21,300

* Students can apply for this degree at the end of Year Two.

35 overall, including 5 in higher level mathematics and 5 in a higher level science subject.

  UCAS Typical Offer Overseas 
Programme  Code A level  IB Fee 

School of Engineering (Continued)
Engineering BEng (Hons) 3 years H100 ABB 33 £21,300
Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years H101 AAA 35 £21,300
Industrial Design BEng (Hons) 3 years 3D52 ABB 33 £21,300
Industrial Design MEng (Hons) 4 years 6G11 AAB 35 £21,300
Mechanical Engineering BEng (Hons) 3 years H300 ABB 33 £21,300
Mechanical Engineering with a Year in Industry BEng (Hons) 4 years H302 ABB 33 £21,300
Mechanical Engineering MEng (Hons) 4 years H301 AAA 35 £21,300
Mechanical Engineering with a Year in Industry MEng (Hons) 5 years H303 AAA 35 £21,300

School of Environmental Sciences
Earth Sciences
Geology BSc (Hons) 3 years F600 ABB 33 £21,300
Geology MESci (Hons) 4 years F601 AAB 35 £21,300
Geology (North America) MESci (Hons) 4 years* F603 AAB 35 £21,300
Geology and Geophysics MESci (Hons) 4 years F641 AAB 35 £21,300
Geology and Physical Geography BSc (Hons) 3 years F6F8 ABB 33 £21,300
Geology and Physical Geography MESci (Hons) 4 years FF68 AAB 35 £21,300
Geophysics (Geology) BSc (Hons) 3 years F640 ABB 33 £21,300
Geophysics (North America) MESci (Hons) 4 years F660 AAB 35 £21,300
Geophysics (Physics) BSc (Hons) 3 years F656 ABB 33 £21,300

Ecology and Marine Biology
Marine Biology BSc (Hons) 3 years C160 ABB 33 £21,300
Marine Biology MMarBiol (Hons) 4 years C161 ABB 35 £21,300
Marine Biology with Oceanography BSc (Hons) 3 years C1F7 ABB 33 £21,300

Environmental Science
Environmental Science BSc (Hons) 3 years F750 ABB 33 £21,300

Geography
Geography BA (Hons) 3 years L700 ABB 33 £18,800
Geography BSc (Hons) 3 years F800 ABB 33 £20,900

Ocean Sciences
Ocean Sciences BSc (Hons) 3 years F700 ABB 33 £21,300
Ocean Sciences MOSci (Hons) 4 years F710 AAB 35 £21,300
Geography and Oceanography BSc (Hons) 3 years FF78 ABB 33 £21,300
Marine Biology with Oceanography BSc (Hons) 3 years C1F7 ABB 33 £21,300
Mathematics with Ocean and Climate Sciences BSc (Hons) 3 years G1F7 ABB 33 £20,050

Planning
Environment and Planning BA (Hons) 3 years K4L7 BBB 31 £18,800
Geography and Planning BA (Hons) 3 years L7K4 ABB 33 £18,800
Town and Regional Planning MPlan 4 years K400 ABB 33 £18,800
Urban Planning BA (Hons) 3 years K430 BBB 31 £18,800

*Students can apply for this degree at the end of Year Two.
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Faculty of Science and Engineering
  UCAS Typical Offer Overseas 
Programme  Code A level  IB Fee 

School of Physical Sciences
Chemistry 
Chemistry BSc (Hons) 3 years F100 ABB 33 £21,300
Chemistry MChem 4 years F102 AAB 35 £21,300
Chemistry with Research in Industry MChem 4 years F161 AAB 35 £21,300
Chemistry with a Year in Industry BSc (Hons) 4 years F111 ABB 33 £21,300
Chemistry for Sustainable Energy MChem 4 years F103 AAB 35 £21,300
Medicinal Chemistry BSc (Hons) 3 years F1B2 ABB 33 £21,300
Medicinal Chemistry with Pharmacology MChem 4 years F1BF AAB 35 £21,300

Mathematical Sciences 
Actuarial Mathematics BSc (Hons) 3 years NG31 AAB 35 £18,800
French and Mathematics BA (Joint Hons) 4 years GR11 ABB 33 £17,900
Mathematics BSc (Hons) 3 years G100 ABB 33 £18,800
Mathematics MMath 4 years G101 AAB 35 £18,800
Mathematics and Business Studies BSc (Hons) 3 years GN11 ABB 33 £17,900
Mathematics and Economics BSc (Hons) 3 years GL11 ABB 33 £17,900
Mathematics with Education MMath 4 years* N/A   £18,800
Mathematics with Finance BSc (Joint Hons) 3 years G1N3 AAB 35 £17,900
Mathematics with Languages BSc (Hons) 4 years G1R9 ABB 33 £17,900
Mathematics and Music Technology BSc (Hons) 3 years G1W3 ABB 33 £17,900
Mathematical Physics MMath 4 years FGH1 AAB 35 £20,350
Mathematics and Statistics BSc (Hons) 3 years GG13 ABB 33 £18,800
Physics and Mathematics BSc (Joint Hons) 3 years FG31 ABB 33 £20,050
Theoretical Physics MPhys 4 years F344 AAB 35 £21,800

Physics
Astrophysics MPhys 4 years F521 AAB 35 £21,800
Physics BSc (Hons) 3 years F300 ABB 33 £21,800
Physics MPhys 4 years F303 AAB 35 £21,800
Physics with Astronomy BSc (Hons) 3 years F3F5 ABB 33 £21,800
Physics with Medical Applications BSc (Hons) 3 years F350 ABB 33 £21,800
Physics with Nuclear Science BSc (Hons) 3 years F390 ABB 33 £21,800

* Students can apply for this degree at the end of Year Two.
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Undergraduate programmes: 
How to apply
All students applying for an 
undergraduate programme 
do so through UCAS (the  
Universities and Colleges 
Admissions Service).
UCAS is a central online application system 
allowing students to apply for up to five courses  
in the UK via one application. Students would 
normally apply for a specific programme at five 
different universities, but you can apply for more 
than one programme at a specific university.  
For example, you could apply for Politics at 
Liverpool as well as International Politics and 
Policy at Liverpool. The application deadline  
for international students is 30 June 2020.

Help with your application
For more information about completing your 
application you can use the following sources:

 The UCAS website at ucas.com
 Our representatives in your country, full contact 
details can be found on our website on each 
specific country page liverpool.ac.uk/study/
international/countries
 A British Council office in your country  
britishcouncil.org
 Your school counsellor.

If you miss the UCAS International application 
deadline you can still apply to us.

Every summer the University of Liverpool 
opens its International Vacancy Service (also 
known as International Clearing) where you can 
apply directly to the University for non-clinical 
programmes that still have places available.

International Vacancy Service
To apply via our International Vacancy Service  
you need to be classified as an international or  
EU student and should be in possession of all your 
original or certified/notarised copies of academic 
transcripts. At this point in the recruitment cycle 
we are usually able to process applications very 
quickly and you would normally hear whether your 
application has been successful within a few days. 

The International Vacancy Service opens  
at the beginning of July and closes in August.  
It will be promoted on our website  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/international
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Postgraduate 
programmes 
The University of Liverpool offers postgraduate taught 
programmes and research opportunities in a huge range 
of areas including Biological Sciences, Computer Science, 
Dentistry, Engineering, Environmental Sciences, Law, 
Management, Physics and Urban Planning.

The following pages list all our postgraduate 
programmes and fees. Our master’s programmes 
usually last for one year and start in September 
(we do not have a January intake). You can study 
Master of Arts (MA) or Master of Science (MSc) 
programmes as well as Master of Research (MRes) 
programmes. MRes programmes usually involve 
more independent study than an MA or MSc  
and are often a route to PhD study.

MSc Programmes with a Year in Industry
To meet the increasing demand for MSc students 
to have industry experience the School of 
Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Computer 
Science now offers six, two year MSc programmes 
that include a year in industry, to ensure students 
obtain invaluable work experience and an 
opportunity to put their knowledge into practice.

Postgraduate Research Opportunities
Research degrees take one to two years for an 
MPhil qualification and three to four years for a 
PhD. Start dates for research degrees are more 
flexible but many students still start in September.

To see more detailed information on all the 
postgraduate degree programmes including 
an overview, modular detail, and admissions 
information, visit our website liverpool.ac.uk/
study/postgraduate-taught

To find out more about postgraduate  
research opportunities at the University  
please visit liverpool.ac.uk/study/ 
postgraduate-research

The University of Liverpool has 
opened up a world of opportunities 
for me. I have truly discovered how  
to become a better version of myself 
here. It is quite outstanding how 
many things I have learnt in such  
a short period of time and everyone 
has been extremely supportive, any 
international student would feel 
welcome at this University. Lecturers 
encourage independent thinking  
and all modules place an emphasis  
on practical work.
Iuliana Consuela Smaranda
MSc International Business
Romania
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Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
  Overseas  
Programme fees Campus 

School of the Arts 
Architecture    
Master of Architecture MArch 2 years £21,200 Liverpool
Architecture MA  £17,850 Liverpool
Arts: Architecture MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Building Information Modelling MSc  £17,850 Liverpool
Sustainable Environmental Design in Architecture (SEDA) MSc £17,850 Liverpool

Communication and Media 
Arts: Communication and Media MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Media and Communication MA £17,300 Liverpool 
(pathways in Digital Culture and Communication, and Media and Politics)
Strategic Communication MSc  £22,600 London

English
Applied Linguistics MA  £17,750 Liverpool
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) MA  £17,750 Liverpool
Arts: English MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
English MA  £17,300 Liverpool 
(pathways in Renaissance and Eighteenth-Century Literature,   
Victorian Literature, Modern and Contemporary Literature, and Science Fiction)

Music 
Arts: Music MRes £16,700* Liverpool
Classical Music Industry MA £21,850 Liverpool
Music Industry Studies MA £17,300 Liverpool
Performance MMus  £17,300 Liverpool

Philosophy 
Arts: Philosophy MRes £16,700* Liverpool
Art, Aesthetics and Cultural Institutions MA £17,700  Liverpool
Philosophy MA £17,700  Liverpool

School of Histories, Languages and Cultures
Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology 
Archaeology MA £17,050 Liverpool
Archaeology MSc  £17,050 Liverpool
Archaeology MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Classics and Ancient History MA £17,050 Liverpool
Classics and Ancient History MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Egyptology MA  £17,050 Liverpool
Egyptology MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Palaeoanthropology MSc  £17,050 Liverpool
Palaeoanthropology MRes  £16,700* Liverpool

*Please note, the fees shown for MRes programmes are for entry 2019 and will increase for 2020.  
They may also be subject to additional bench fees. 

For the very latest information on programmes and fees visit liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught

Postgraduate 
master’s programmes 
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  Overseas  
Programme fees Campus

School of Histories, Languages and Cultures (Continued)
History 
Master in Archives and Records Management MARM £17,850 Liverpool
Master in Archives and Records Management (International pathway)  £17,850 Liverpool
Archives MRes £16,700*  Liverpool
History MA  £17,450 Liverpool 
(pathways in Cultural History, Twentieth Century History,   
Eighteenth Century Worlds and Medieval and Renaissance Studies) 
History MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
International Slavery Studies MA  £17,450 Liverpool

Irish Studies 
Irish Studies MRes £16,700* Liverpool

Modern Languages and Cultures
Chinese-English Translation and Interpreting MA** TBC Liverpool
Latin American Studies MRes £16,700* Liverpool
Modern Languages MRes  £16,700* Liverpool  
(pathways in Basque Studies, Catalan Studies, Chinese Studies, Film Studies, French Studies,  
German Studies, Hispanic Studies, Italian Studies, Portuguese Studies, Spanish Studies)

Politics 
International Relations and Security MA £17,050 Liverpool
International Relations and Security MRes £16,700* Liverpool

School of Law and Social Justice
Law
International Economic Law LLM £17,650 Liverpool
International Human Rights Law LLM £17,650 Liverpool
Law (General) LLM £17,650 Liverpool
Law, Medicine and Healthcare LLM £17,650 Liverpool

Sociology, Social Policy and Criminology 
Criminological Research MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Social Research MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Social Research Methods MA  £15,850 Liverpool

University of Liverpool Management School
Accounting and Finance MSc  £22,000 Liverpool
Business Analytics and Big Data MSc  £22,000 Liverpool
Business Administration (Football Industries) PGCert 9 months £8,310 Liverpool
Economics MSc £19,000 Liverpool
Entrepreneurship MSc £19,000 Liverpool
Finance MSc £22,000 Liverpool
Football Industries MBA £24,950 Liverpool
Human Resource Management (CIPD Accredited) MSc  £20,150  Liverpool
International Business MSc £20,000 Liverpool
The Liverpool MBA £24,950 Liverpool
Master in Management MIM £22,000 Liverpool
Management MRes  £16,700* Liverpool
Marketing MSc £20,000 Liverpool

*Please note, the fees shown for MRes programmes are for entry 2019 and will increase for 2020.  
They may also be subject to additional bench fees.

**Subject to University approval.

Includes CIPD £150 student membership fee. 
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  Overseas  
Programme fees Campus

University of Liverpool Management School (Continued)
Occupational and Organisational Psychology MSc £20,000 Liverpool
Operations and Supply Chain Management MSc £19,000 Liverpool
Project Management MSc £20,000 Liverpool
Sports Business and Management MSc £22,000 Liverpool
Thoroughbred Horseracing Industries MBA 2 years part-time £24,950 Liverpool
Accounting MSc  £23,000 London
Finance and Investment Management MSc  £23,000 London
International Accounting MSc £23,000 London
Sports Business and Management MSc** See Online  See Online

Faculty of Science and Engineering
 Overseas  
Programme fees Campus 

School of Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Computer Science
Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Energy and Power Systems MSc (Eng) £21,600 Liverpool
Energy and Power Systems MSc (Eng) with a Year in Industry 2 years £25,950* Liverpool
Microelectronic Systems MSc (Eng) £21,600 Liverpool
Microelectronic Systems MSc (Eng) with a Year in Industry 2 years £25,950* Liverpool
Telecommunications and Wireless Systems MSc (Eng) £21,600 Liverpool
Telecommunications and Wireless Systems MSc (Eng)  £25,950* Liverpool 
with a Year in Industry 2 years  

Computer Science
Advanced Computer Science MSc £21,600  Liverpool
Advanced Computer Science MSc with a Year in Industry 2 years £25,950* Liverpool
Advanced Computer Science with Internet Economics MSc £21,600 Liverpool
Advanced Computer Science with Internet Economics MSc  £25,950* Liverpool 
with a Year in Industry 2 years
Big Data and High Performance Computing MSc £21,600 Liverpool
Big Data and High Performance Computing MSc with a Year in Industry 2 years £25,950* Liverpool
Computer Science MSc £21,600 Liverpool
Artificial Intelligence*** See Online  See Online

School of Engineering
Engineering 
Advanced Aerospace Engineering MSc (Eng)  £21,600 Liverpool
Advanced Manufacturing Systems and Technology MSc (Eng) £21,600 Liverpool
Advanced Mechanical Engineering MSc (Eng)  £21,600 Liverpool
Biomedical Engineering MSc (Eng)  £21,600 Liverpool
Product Design and Management MSc (Eng)  £21,600 Liverpool
Risk and Uncertainty MSc (Eng)  £17,000 Liverpool
Sustainable Civil and Structural Engineering MSc (Eng) £21,600 Liverpool
Advanced Transdisciplinary Design MSc  £22,400 London

*Total cost for programme.
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 Overseas  
Programme fees Campus

School of Environmental Sciences
Earth, Ocean and Ecological Sciences 
Petroleum Reservoir Geoscience MSc £27,450 Liverpool

Geography and Planning
Contemporary Human Geography (Research Methods) MA  £16,650 Liverpool
Environmental Assessment and Management MSc £17,200 Liverpool
Environment and Climate Change MSc £20,850 Liverpool
Environmental Sciences MSc £20,850 Liverpool
Geographic Data Science MSc £17,700 Liverpool
Marine Planning and Management MSc £17,750 Liverpool
Town and Regional Planning MA £17,000 Liverpool 
Town and Regional Planning MCD £17,200 Liverpool 
Urban Design and Property Development MSc £22,400 London
Urban Planning MSc £22,400 London

School of Physical Sciences
Chemistry
Advanced Chemical Sciences MSc £22,250  Liverpool

Mathematical Sciences 
Financial Mathematics MSc  £21,350 Liverpool
Mathematical Sciences MSc £17,400 Liverpool

Physics 
Nuclear Science and Technology MSc  See Various 
 ntec.ac.uk
Radiometrics: Instrumentation and Modelling MSc £21,250 Liverpool
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Faculty of Health and Life Sciences
  Overseas  
Programme fees Campus 

Institute of Clinical Sciences
Medicine 
Master of Public Health MPH £20,450 Liverpool
Renal Transplantation Science MSc/PGDip/PGCert See online Online 

Dentistry 
Endodontics DDSc 3 years £40,940* Liverpool
Orthodontics DDSc 3 years £36,099* Liverpool
Paediatric Dentistry DDSc 3 years £36,099* Liverpool

Health Sciences 
Advanced Practice in Healthcare MSc  £19,900 Liverpool
Clinical Care MSc  £6,650 Liverpool
Nursing MSc  £19,900 Liverpool

Institute of Life and Human Sciences
Life Sciences 
Advanced Biological Sciences MSc pathways include: £20,800 Liverpool 
Animal Sciences
Bioinformatics
Biotechnology
Cell Signalling
Chemical Biology
Conservation Biology
Evolution and Behaviourial Biology
Functional and Comparative Genomics
Host:Parasite Biology
Human Immunity
Microbiology
Molecular Oncology
Plant Sciences
Structural Biology
Sustainable Food Systems

Psychology 
Doctor of Clinical Psychology DClinPsy 3 years TBC Liverpool
Investigative and Forensic Psychology MSc  £19,950  Liverpool
Research Methods in Psychology MSc  £19,950 Liverpool

Institute of Veterinary Science
Veterinary Science 
Bovine Reproduction DBR £22,400  Liverpool
Certificate in Advanced Veterinary Practice CertAVP See online Online 
Veterinary Business Management CertVBM  See online Online 
Veterinary Physiotherapy MSc/PGDip  See online Online 
Veterinary Professional Studies MSc/PGDip/PGCert See online Online 

* Please note the fees shown for DDSc and MRes programmes are for entry 2019 and will rise for 2020. They are also inclusive  
of bench fees. For the most up to date information on fees, including part-time fees and available programmes, please visit  
our website liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught

For further details see liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught

The University of Liverpool, offers a vibrant atmosphere  
and top-class education. I love the level of teaching, friendly 
approach of my professors and the amazing Sydney Jones 
library. My course takes a quantitative approach to the study 
of Economics which makes it more career oriented. I’m also 
impressed with the facilities provided by the University, such  
as the Know How workshops, the Careers and Employability 
service, the various sport groups, societies and volunteering 
opportunities, you can never be bored here.

Every time I explore a new part of Liverpool I’m amazed  
and I fall more and more in love with this the hometown  
of The Beatles and iconic Anfield stadium.

Rohit Bose
MSc Economics
India
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Postgraduate programmes: 
How to apply 
You should apply for all postgraduate study  
opportunities at the University of Liverpool online.  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/applying

We cannot assess your application until we receive 
your completed form and as much of the supporting 
documentation as you have available, including:

 School or college transcripts or certificates
 University/degree transcripts and certificates 
upon completion. (Partial transcripts are 
acceptable at point of application)
 Evidence of English language ability
 A personal statement explaining why you  
want to undertake the programme and  
why you feel you are a suitable candidate
 Details of two people prepared to provide 
references (they should be academic 
references if you have been in full-time 
education in the last three years)
 A research proposal (if applicable)
 CV (if applicable)
 Portfolio (if applicable).

Our network of local Overseas Representatives 
(educational agents) will be able to assist you  
with the application process and provide you  
with advice on key issues. For details of all our 
overseas representatives see liverpool.ac.uk/
study/international/countries

Fee deposits
The University operates a fee deposit scheme for 
all international postgraduate master’s students. 
Once you have received a conditional offer you 
should pay your fee deposit of £1,000 as it is a 
specified condition of your offer. Your offer will  
not become unconditional until the deposit has 
been paid. 

The University will also only issue a Confirmation 
of Acceptance for Studies (CAS) once your deposit 
payment has been made, and any academic 
conditions required have been met. Your CAS is 
an essential document when you are applying 
for your Tier 4 student visa through the UKVI. 
The fee deposit amount will be offset against 
your tuition fee at the start of the academic year. 
Students exempt from paying a deposit include 
those sponsored by a third party (government or 
commercial organisation), students who are in 
receipt of an approved scholarship or studentship 
covering the full cost of tuition fees (evidence  
of sponsors and scholarships must be provided),  
and students holding an offer to study on one of  
our pre-sessional English Language Centre (ELC) 
programmes. 

You will be asked to pay a minimum fee deposit  
of £1,000 before one of three deadline dates (see 
below), depending on the date you receive your 
offer (your fee deposit deadline date will also be 
specified in your offer). If payment is not made  
by the relevant specified date, your offer will  
be withdrawn. 

 Offers made 1 October - 31 December 
Deposit payment required by 28 February
 Offers made 1 January - 31 May 
Deposit payment required by 30 June
 Offers made 1 June - 31 July 
Deposit payment required by 16 August.
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  Overseas  
Programme fees Campus

Institute of Ageing and Chronic Disease/Institute of Infection and Global Health
Clinical Sciences MRes pathways include: £22,000* Liverpool
Clinical Infection and Global Health
Emerging and Zoonotic Infections
Eye and Vision Science
Infection Immunology
Microbial Pathogenesis
Musculoskeletal Biology
Neurological Infections
Obesity and Endocrinology
One Health
Translation Bacteriology
Veterinary Science
Musculoskeletal Ageing MRes  £22,000* Liverpool

Institute of Integrative Biology
Advanced Biological Sciences MRes pathways include: £22,000* Liverpool
Animal Sciences
Bioinformatics
Biotechnology
Cell Signalling
Chemical Biology
Conservation Biology
Evolution and Behaviourial Biology
Functional and Comparative Genomics
Host:Parasite Biology
Human Immunity
Microbiology
Molecular Oncology
Plant Sciences
Structural Biology
Sustainable Food Systems

Institute of Translational Medicine
Biomedical Sciences and Translational Medicine MRes pathways include: £22,000* Liverpool 
Biology of Cancer
Biomedical Imaging and Biosensing
Biostatics (with Health Informatics)
Cancer Medicine
Cellular and Molecular Physiology
Drug Safety
Medical Sciences
Molecular and Clinical Gastroenterology
Molecular and Clinical Pharmacology
Nanomedicine
Neuroscience
Stem Cells, Tissues and Disease
Women’s Children’s and Perinatal Health

*Please note the fees shown for DDSc and MRes programmes are for entry 2019 and will rise for 2020.  
They are also inclusive of bench fees.

For further details see liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught

For the most up to date information on fees, including part-time fees and available programmes, please visit  
our website liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught
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Spending a year here is making me a 
more confident, disciplined individual.  
I am learning to live alone, manage my 
finances, work, and study and have fun 
all at the same time. As a political science 
student my course is really interesting 
and it provides me with an international 
perspective on current conflicts and 
security concerns around the world. I’ve 
also joined a few societies in the Guild 
which has given me the opportunity to 
meet new people with similar interests.

Aakshi Vashist
MSc International Relations and Security
India

Scholarships 
and awards for 
international 
students
The University of Liverpool offers a generous range of 
scholarships and awards for international students. The 
tables on the following pages outline the various awards, 
eligibility criteria, award amounts and application details. 

All the scholarships and awards listed are for 
students who apply to us directly, not via any of 
our partner organisations. We do also provide a 
range of scholarships specifically for students who 
join the University via our partners such as XJTLU, 
Liverpool International College (LIC) and Kaplan 
International College London (KICL). 

The information on scholarships and awards  
in this booklet is correct at the time of going  
to print, however it may be subject to change.

For further details and the most up-to-date 
information on all of our scholarships please visit 
our website liverpool.ac.uk/study/international/
tuition-fees-and-scholarships
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Research degrees
In the UK, undertaking an MPhil, PhD or MD 
degree entails completing a unique research 
project under the supervision of academic staff. 
Some departments list research projects for 
students to apply for, but mostly, the title for 
your research project is suggested by you. It is 
important when you apply, you check the research 
interests of academic staff at Liverpool are related 
to the research area you would like to undertake.

You should prepare a brief proposal of your 
research idea and contact a potential supervisor 
to discuss your proposal before finalising it  
and exploring funding opportunities. When 
you submit your application and supporting 
documents, include a clear statement on how  
you intend to fund your research qualification.

Help with your application
For more information about applying for 
postgraduate study, see:

 Our website at liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate or liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-research/
 Our representatives (agents) in your country 
liverpool.ac.uk/study/international/countries
 A British Council office in your country  
britishcouncil.org
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Vice-Chancellor’s 
International 
Attainment 
Scholarship – PGT

New international students 
on postgraduate master’s 
programmes achieving the 
equivalent of a UK First   
Class degree.

£2,500 fee reduction 
for a one year master’s 
programme.

See liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-taught/
finance/scholarships

Postgraduate 
Progression Award

Previous University of 
Liverpool undergraduate 
or exchange students 
progressing to postgraduate 
taught study at the 
University of Liverpool.

A £2,500 reduction 
in tuition fees if you 
achieve a First Class 
undergraduate degree  
or a 10% reduction in fees 
if you achieve a 2:1.

See liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-taught/
finance/scholarships

Sport Liverpool 
Scholarships

Talented athletes competing 
at national/regional levels.

Up to £2,000 a year 
to support sporting 
performance.

See liverpool.ac.uk/sports/
performance/elite-athlete-
scheme/

Duncan Norman 
Scholarship

One competitive award for 
new PhD students studying 
at the Liverpool campus from 
anywhere in the world.

£15,000 annual 
maintenance stipend if 
attainment remains at 70%.

See liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-research/
fees-and-funding/
scholarships-and-awards/

Sir Joseph Rotblat 
Alumni Scholarship

Alumni who wish to 
undertake PGR study who 
could not finance their 
studies without the award.

£14,000 per annum (for a 
maximum of 3 years) can 
be used for fee payment 
and/or maintenance.

Complete Sir Joseph  
Rotblat Alumni Scholarship 
form and return to  
E: sesschool@liverpool.ac.uk

Chevening 
Scholarships

Taught master’s students 
with future leadership 
potential.

Full funding – tuition fees 
and living cost stipend.

See  
chevening.org/apply

 Postgraduate scholarships and awards (general)
 Award Eligibility Amount Application Process
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Vice-Chancellor’s 
Attainment  
Scholarship UG

New international 
students on non-clinical 
programmes achieving 
the equivalent of AAB 
in UK A level exams or 
equivalents.

£2,000 fee reduction 
for first year of study.

No application necessary, 
automatically awarded to 
those who meet criteria. 
Award confirmed to successful 
candidates by email.

New international 
students on non-clinical 
programmes achieving 
A*AA in UK A level exams 
or equivalents (see 
website for equivalents).

£2,500 fee reduction 
for first year of study.

University of Liverpool 
First Class Scholarship

International students on 
non-clinical programmes 
who achieve and maintain 
a First Class average 
(70%).

£1,000 tuition fee 
reduction for each 
subsequent year 
of study if a First 
Class average is 
maintained.

No application necessary, 
automatically awarded to  
those who meet the criteria.

University of Liverpool 
Hong Kong Graduate 
Association Scholarships 
(including the Tung 
and Yu Undergraduate 
Scholarships)

Competitive scholarships 
for offer holders from 
Hong Kong SAR and  
PR China.

Various. Partial tuition 
and/or living cost 
scholarships. £3,000 
or £6,000.

See liverpool.ac.uk/  
study/international/tuition-  
fees-and-scholarships/
undergraduate/hong-kong-
awards

LLB for Graduates Available to non-EU 
international students who 
attain excellent results.

Two awards of £1,000 
for the first year of 
study.

No application necessary, 
automatically awarded to 
successful students.

Liverpool Law  
School Hong Kong 
Scholarships

Three scholarships for  
full-time students from 
Hong Kong awarded  
on merit.

£1,000 towards  
tuition fees.

No application necessary, 
students are automatically 
assessed.

Sport Liverpool 
Scholarships

Talented athletes 
competing at national/
regional levels.

Up to £2,000 a year 
to support sporting 
performance.

See liverpool.ac.uk/ sports/
performance/elite-athlete-
scheme/

Please check the scholarship pages on our website for the most up-to-date details at  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/international/tuition-fees-and-scholarships 

For information on scholarships available for EU students see  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/finance/scholarships

 Undergraduate scholarships and awards
 Award Eligibility Amount Application Process

University 
of Liverpool 
Commonwealth 
Postgraduate Bursary

Fee reduction for students 
from Commonwealth 
countries new to studying  
at the University of Liverpool 
on master’s programmes.

£2,000 fee reduction 
for students from 
Commonwealth countries.

No application necessary, 
automatically awarded to 
those who meet criteria.

Vice-Chancellor’s 
International 
Attainment 
Scholarship  
for China  
(18 scholarships)

Be domiciled in PR China 
and have a Bachelor’s 
Degree awarded by a 
Project 211 or Project 985 
university in PR China with  
a minimum average grade  
of 80% overall, have 
accepted an offer and  
paid tuition fee deposit.

One full scholarship  
(Vice-Chancellor 
Excellence Scholarship), 
two £10,000 scholarships 
(Vice-Chancellor 
Outstanding Scholarship), 
plus five scholarships at 
£5,000 and ten £1,000 
scholarships. Please note, 
this scholarship cannot  
be combined with any 
other scholarships or 
bursaries provided by  
the University.

Complete application form
liverpool.ac.uk/media/
livacuk/study/international/
money-and-scholarships/
china-vc-scholarship-
application-form.pdf  
and send to  
chinarep@liverpool.ac.uk

University of 
Liverpool Hong Kong 
Graduate Association 
Scholarships 
(including the Tung 
and Yu Scholarships)

Competitive scholarships 
for offer holders from Hong 
Kong SAR and PR China for 
both postgraduate taught 
master’s and research 
programmes.

Various. Partial tuition 
fees and/or living cost 
scholarships £5,000  
or £10,000.

See liverpool.ac.uk/student-
administration/research-
students/fees-and-funding/
scholarships/tung/

 Postgraduate scholarships and awards (country-specific)
 Award Eligibility Amount Application Process
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Liverpool Law School 
LLM Bursaries

Two bursaries for new 
international LLM students 
awarded on merit.

£1,000 towards  
tuition fees.

No application necessary, 
students are automatically 
assessed.

Liverpool Law 
School Hong Kong 
Scholarships

Two scholarships for full-time 
students from Hong Kong 
awarded on merit.

£1,000 towards  
tuition fees.

No application necessary, 
students are automatically 
assessed.

Hodgson Law 
Scholarship

International student displaying 
academic excellence and an 
interest in legal and public 
service issues which may benefit 
the Liverpool City region.

Full tuition fees for a 
full-time postgraduate 
LLM law degree, plus 
a stipend of £9,135.

Complete application form 
liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-taught/
finance/scholarships/
scholarships/hodgson-law-
scholarship/ and email to  
E: hodgscho@liverpool.ac.uk

University of Liverpool 
Management School 
(ULMS)

The University of Liverpool Management School (ULMS) offers a range of full and 
partial scholarships to international postgraduate students at our Liverpool and London 
campuses for September 2020 entry. For the most up-to-date details, please visit the 
scholarship pages on the Management School’s website liverpool.ac.uk/management

Fundacíon Iberdrola 
Scholarship run by 
Scottish Power

Spanish, British and US students 
undertaking master’s degrees 
in Electronics, Electrical 
Engineering, Environmental 
Engineering and Renewable 
Energy.

Scholarships will 
cover the cost of 
tuition fees.

See liverpool.ac.uk/ study/
postgraduate-taught/
finance/scholarships

Please check the scholarship pages on our website for the most up-to-date details at  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/international/tuition-fees-and-scholarships

For information on scholarships available for EU students see  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/finance/scholarships

 Postgraduate scholarships and awards (subject-specific)
 Award Eligibility Amount Application Process Award Eligibility Amount Application Process
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Aviva Scholarships Open to Aviva customers 
and their children to assist 
outstanding students  
from China, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, Singapore, Taiwan 
and Vietnam to undertake 
postgraduate programmes.

20% reduction in 
tuition fees, multiple 
awards available.

For online application form 
see avivascholarships.com

HRH Princess 
Sirindhorn University 
of Liverpool 
Scholarship (Thailand)

One award for a new 
postgraduate taught master’s 
student from Thailand.

Full tuition fees and 
living cost stipend of 
£9,000.

See liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-taught/
finance/scholarships

Sir Ratan Tata 
Scholarship

One year scholarships at 
master’s level for Indian 
nationals with a special focus on 
Developmental Economics and 
Science and Technology.

Full tuition fees and 
living expenses.

See tatatrusts.org

Marshall Scholarships One taught master’s scholarship 
and one research scholarship for 
US citizens.

Full tuition fees and 
living expenses for 
taught and research 
awards.

See  
marshallscholarship. 
org/studyuk/liverpool

Fulbright One postgraduate taught 
master’s scholarship and one  
3-6 month research stay  
for US citizens.

£20,000 towards 
tuition fees/living 
costs for the master’s 
award, £2,500 
monthly living stipend
for the research 
award.

See fulbright.org.uk

Canadian Centennial 
Scholarship Fund 
(CCSF)

Up to 16 awards for 
Canadian citizens enrolled 
on a postgraduate research 
programme at a UK university.

Awards range from 
£500-£5,000.

See liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-taught/ 
finance/scholarships

FUNED Awards Postgraduate taught master’s 
students from Mexico in receipt 
of FUNED funding.

20% reduction  
in tuition fees.

See http://funedmx.org

CONACYT We have an agreement 
with CONACYT to support 
postgraduate taught and 
research students from Mexico.

30% reduction  
in tuition fees.

See conacyt.gob.mx

BECAS CHILE We have an agreement with 
BECAS to support postgraduate 
students from Chile.

Reduction in fees. See becaschile.cl/

FIDERH Award Postgraduate students from 
Mexico in receipt of FIDERH 
graduate loans.

20% discount on PGT/
PGR tuition fees.

Apply through FIDERH  
on fiderh.org.mx/

 Postgraduate scholarships and awards (country-specific) Continued
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Entry 
requirements
Undergraduate students 
Here at the University of Liverpool, we recognise 
a wide range of international qualifications. On the 
country specific section of our website liverpool.
ac.uk/study/international/countries we list the 
international qualifications for each country that 
are accepted as alternatives to A levels (the 
qualifications most UK students complete in  
order to qualify for university). If your country  
is not listed on our website we can still consider 
your application. 

Postgraduate students 
For entry onto a master’s programme, you will 
normally require a Bachelors (Honours) degree 
from a UK university or equivalent. For an MPhil/ 
PhD programme, you will need a master’s 
qualification or the equivalent of a Bachelors 
(Honours) degree with high grades and some 
research experience. 

To find out whether your particular qualifications 
are appropriate for entry to our postgraduate 
programmes, you can check the country 
information on our website at liverpool.ac.uk/
study/international/countries 

Pathway programmes 
Many countries have a different education  
system to that of the UK. This means that you  
may require further preparation before you  
start your university programme in the UK.

Foundation and Pre-Master’s pathway 
programmes provide an entry route into 
many of our undergraduate and postgraduate 
programmes for international students whose 
qualifications do not meet our admissions  
entry requirements.

Liverpool International College (LIC)
In conjunction with our partner organisation, 
Kaplan International Colleges, we offer a number 
of entry route options for students to consider. 

Liverpool International College (LIC) based on the 
University’s Liverpool campus, is fully integrated 
with the University. LIC’s Foundation Certificate 
programme is designed to prepare you for entry 
to an undergraduate degree in a number of 
subject areas. There are two pathway options: 

 Foundation Certificate in Business,  
Law and Social Sciences 
 Foundation Certificate in Science  
and Engineering. 

Upon successful completion of your choice of 
Foundation Certificate at the required level, your 
progression is guaranteed onto your chosen 
undergraduate programme at the University  
of Liverpool.

LIC also offers three Pre-Master’s pathway 
programmes to prepare international students  
for studying many of our postgraduate 
programmes at the University of Liverpool: 

 Pre-Master’s Programme in Business,  
Economics and Finance
 Pre-Master’s Programme in Law and  
Social Sciences 
 Pre-Master’s Programme in Science  
and Engineering. 

Upon successful completion of your choice  
of Pre-Master’s Programme at the required level,  
you are guaranteed a place on your chosen 
master’s programme at the University. Please  
see Kaplan’s Liverpool International College  
website for details kic.org.uk/liverpool 
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Kaplan International  
College London (KICL) 
Kaplan International College London (KICL) is 
based in central London and offers a Pre-Master’s 
programme in Business, Law and Social Sciences 
designed to prepare you for study at postgraduate 
taught master’s level. Upon successful completion 
of this programme you are guaranteed a place on 
your chosen master’s programme at the University 
of Liverpool in London. Please see the Kaplan 
International College London website for more 
details kaplanpathways.com/colleges/kaplan-
international-college-london/ 

My course gives me both academic and 
practical experience which will be beneficial 
when applying for graduate jobs. My tutors 
are professional and friendly and they give 
me a lot of support. The University also has 
great facilities, the library and its resources  
are outstanding and attending the gym 
helps me to maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

Liverpool is a very friendly, passionate city 
with a good balance of day and nightlife, 
there’s always something to do. I love 
travelling to other countries in Europe 
too and documenting my experiences in  
a journal which will help me to look back  
at this special time years from now.

Asilah Abdullah
Progressed from Liverpool International College 
BA (Hons) International Business
Malaysia
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English language 
entry requirements
All students applying to the University of Liverpool 
must demonstrate that they are competent in the 
use of the English language. The qualifications 
listed on the following pages are accepted by 
the University and are considered to satisfy a 
minimum of CEFR B2 level in each component 
(speaking, writing, listening and reading). This is 
the minimum level acceptable for degree level 
study in order to secure a visa to enter the UK via 
Tier 4. For further information visit gov.uk/tier-4-
general-visa/knowledge-of-english 

Minimum English language requirements 
by subject area and level of study 
The tables on the following pages specify the 
levels of English required to enter programmes 
within the University’s three Faculties. The levels 
vary according to the programme and the level  
of study that you are applying for. Students who 
are nationals from a majority English-speaking 
country as defined by UK Visas & Immigration 
(UKVI) are automatically assumed to meet 
minimum English language requirements. These 
countries are: Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, the 
Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Canada, Dominica, 
Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, New Zealand, St 
Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent and the 
Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago and the  
United States of America. 

Students who have previously completed 
an academic qualification equivalent to a UK 
degree, taught in what is defined by UK Visas & 
Immigration (UKVI) as a ‘majority English-speaking’ 
country (within two years of the start date of  
the programme at the University of Liverpool),  
are automatically assumed to meet minimum  
English language requirements. These countries 
are Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, the Bahamas, 
Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, 
Ireland, Jamaica, New Zealand, St Kitts and Nevis, 
St Lucia, St Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad 
and Tobago and the United States of America.
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An impressive thing here is how 
friendly all the lecturers are. I’m not  
a native speaker of English, yet they 
are always so patient when I can’t 
understand it perfectly. The people  
in Liverpool are also really friendly, 
when you need help they are always 
willing to give you a hand. In my spare 
time I am the social secretary of the 
Dance Sports society. Dancing makes 
my life happier and I’ve made lots of 
new friends by dancing. I also teach 
Chinese and Chinese culture to my 
foreign friends who are going to 
XJTLU to study next year.
Yuxin Fu
BA (Hons) International Business
China
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Undergraduate English language entry requirements Undergraduate English language entry requirements (Continued)

Tests for entry to 
UG programmes

Faculty of Science 
and Engineering (with exceptions)

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
and Faculty of Health and Life Sciences  
(excluding Medicine, Dentistry and Veterinary 
Science unless specified) and Geography (L700,  
F750, F800), Planning (L7K4, K400, K430, K4L7)  
and Carmel College

International English Language Tests 
UKVI Secure English Language Tests (SELTs)

IELTS
(SELT/non-SELT)

6.0 with minimum 5.5 in each 
component. 

Geography – BA/BSc require 6.5 
overall with minimum 5.5 in each 
component. 

6.5 with minimum 5.5 in each component.

Clinical programmes in Medicine, Dentistry and 
Veterinary Science 7.0 with minimum 7.0 in each 
component. 

Trinity Integrated Skills in 
English

ISE II with a pass overall and a merit 
in each component or higher.

Humanities and Social Sciences – ISE II with a pass 
overall and a merit or higher in each component.

Health and Life Sciences – IELTS 7.0 overall with 6.5  
or higher in any band they must achieve: ISE III with  
at least a pass in all components and a pass overall.

Non-UKVI Secure English Language Tests (SELTs)

TOEFL IBT If IELTS requirement 6.0 with 5.5 in all bands then TOEFL requirement is min 78 overall  
with 19-listening, writing, reading, 21-speaking.

If IELTS requirement 6.5 with 5.5 in all bands then TOEFL requirement is min 88 overall  
with 20-listening, writing, reading, 22-speaking.

If IELTS requirement 6.5 with 6.0 in all bands then TOEFL requirement is min 88 overall  
with 21-listening, writing, 22-reading, 23-speaking.

Clinical programmes in Medicine and Dentistry 100  
with minimum 24 in speaking and 22 in writing, reading 
and listening.

Cambridge English Advanced 169 (162 minimum in each 
component).

176 (162 minimum in each component).

Cambridge Proficiency 169 (162 minimum in each 
component).

176 (162 minimum in each component).

Cambridge IGCSE as a First 
Language

Grade C. Grade C.

Cambridge IGCSE as a Second 
Language

Grade C. Grade B.

Cambridge English Level 
3 Certificate in ESOL 
International (Proficiency) 

Cambridge English Level 
3 Certificate in ESOL 
International (Advanced)

Cambridge English Level 
2 Certificate in ESOL 
International (Advanced)

7.5 overall with 7.0 in each band equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
191 with no less than 185 in any band. 

6.5 overall with 6.0 in each band as equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
176 with no less than 169 in any paper.

6.5 overall with 5.5 in each band as equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
176 with no less than 162 in any paper.

6.0 overall with 5.5 in each band as equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
169 with no less than 162 in any paper.

Pearson Test of English 
Academic (PTE Academic)

55 or above with minimum scores 
of 51 in each component.

62 or above with minimum scores of 51 in each 
component.

HKDSE IELTS 7.0 – HKDSE Level 5 
(no score less than 5).

IELTS 6.5 – HKDSE Level 4 
(no score less than 4).

IELTS 7.0 – HKDSE Level 5 
(no score less than 5).

IELTS 6.5 – HKDSE Level 4 
(no score less than 4).

Tests for entry to 
UG programmes

Faculty of Science 
and Engineering (with exceptions)

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
and Faculty of Health and Life Sciences  
(excluding Medicine, Dentistry and Veterinary 
Science unless specified) and Geography (L700,  
F750, F800), Planning (L7K4, K400, K430, K4L7)  
and Carmel College

Partner Institutions/University of Liverpool Tests

Foundation Certificate from 
Liverpool International College 
(LIC) and other Kaplan 
International Colleges

60% or above overall with  
minimum 55% in each component.

Geography BA/BSc require 65% 
overall with a minimum of 55% in 
each component.

65% or above overall with minimum 55% in 
each component. 

Health and Life Sciences 70% overall with a minimum 
of 65% in each component. 

Medicine and Dentistry IELTS required (see above).

(progression requirements are subject to change. Please consult your Kaplan offer letter for 
official entry requirements).

HELP University College,  
INTI University College, 
Brickfields Asia College, 
Taylor’s University, Malaysia

SPM 1119 English Grade C or above 
or IELTS 6.5 no component less 
than 5.5.

SPM 1119 English Grade C or above or IELTS  
6.5 no component less than 5.5.

Students from the Medicine 
programme at the International 
Medical University (IMU) 
Malaysia entering year 3 of 
MBChB programmes at the 
University of Liverpool

n/a A minimum standard of English of IELTS 7.0 
(with a minimum of 7.0 in each element) or 
TOEFL 100 (with a minimum score of 22 in 
each component and at least 24 in speaking)  
is required to progress.

English for Academic Purposes 
module from the NCUK  
IFY/FC or IntDip

Grade C or above overall (min D in 
each component equates to B2).

Grade B or above overall (min D in each  
component equates to B2).

Biological Sciences – grade C or above overall  
(min grade D in each component) equates to B2.

Students from Xi’an Jiaotong-
Liverpool University

Successful completion of the first two years of the degree programme at XJTLU taught in 
in English medium satisfies the University’s English language requirement.

University of Liverpool  
Pre-sessional English 
examination

40% or more on all pre-sessional sub-tests (reading, writing, speaking and listening). 
However overall entry requirements to study specific academic degrees might be much 
higher than 40% (see below).

IELTS direct entry requirements (as stated by individual departments) and the ELC’s 
equivalent overall pre-sessional scoring requirements are outlined below.

Academic programme  
IELTS entry requirement

CEFR score Overall Pre-sessional 
score required

Overall 6.0, no score less 
(nsl) 5.5

B2- 40-49%

Overall 6.5, nsl 5.5 B2 50-59%

Overall 6.5, nsl 6.0 B2 50-59%

Overall 6.5, nsl 6.5  
(or specific skills at 6.5)

B2+ 60-69%

Overall 7.0 C1- 70-79%

Overall 7.5 C1 80-89%

If a student does not score a minimum 40% on all the pre-sessional subtests (reading, writing, 
speaking and listening) and achieve the minimum overall score required for their specific 
course, they may not be able to progress on to their academic course.

Please note, that English language tests are only valid for two years from the date the exam was taken. The University will only 
consider the latest English language qualification for entry to all academic programmes.

At the time of going to print this information is accurate but please check the website below for the most up-to-date information. 
gov.uk/tier-4-general-visa/knowledge-of-english

For further information about the full range of English language courses the University’s English Language Centre offers, 
please see page 78, or visit liverpool.ac.uk/english-language-centre or contact E: elc@liverpool.ac.uk
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Country-specific English language entry requirements  
for undergraduate and postgraduate programmes (Continued)

Country-specific English language entry requirements  
for undergraduate and postgraduate programmes
All applicants applying with a country-specific English language test will be required to  
achieve CEFR2 level in an internal test of their English language speaking and listening skills.

Tests for entry to UG 
and PG programmes

Faculty of Science 
and Engineering (with exceptions)

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
and Faculty of Health and Life Sciences  
(excluding clinical programmes in Medicine 
and Dentistry unless otherwise specified) and 
Geography (L700, F750, F800), Planning 
(L7K4, K400, K430, K4L7) and Carmel College

Country-specific English Language Tests (for students educated in English medium)

Botswana Cambridge  
Overseas School Certificate

This will be accepted for English 
Language and Mathematics for  
both UG and PG at grades A-C.

This will be accepted for English Language  
and Mathematics for both UG and PG at  
grades A-C.

Brunei Cambridge O level Grade C or above. Grade C or above.

Cameroon GCE O level  
(British system)

Grade C or above. Grade C or above.

Caribbean Examination  
Council General Proficiency UG

Grade I, II and III. Grade I, II and III.

Caribbean Examination  
Council General Proficiency PG

Grade I and II. Grade I and II.

HKCEE Taken pre-2007 – C or above.
Taken post-2007 – 4 or above.

Taken pre-2007 (syllabus B only) – C. (B for 
clinical programmes in Medicine and Dentistry). 

Taken post-2007 – 4 or above (5 for Medicine 
and Dentistry).

Hong Kong Use of English AS level C C

HKDSE IELTS 7.0 – HKDSE English Language  
Grade 5 (no component less than 5).

IELTS 6.5 or below – HKDSE English 
Language Grade 4 (no component 
less than 4).

IELTS 7.0 – HKDSE English Language  
Grade 5 (no component less than 5).

IELTS 6.5 or below – HKDSE English  
Language Grade 4 (no component  
less than 4).

India Standard XII (awarded 
by CBSE, CISCE, West Bengal, 
Karnataka, Maharashtra and  
Tamil Nadu boards)

70% or above (from these boards 
when education has been completed 
in English medium).

70% or above (from these boards when 
education has been completed in  
English medium).

Kenyan Certificate of Secondary 
Education (KCSE)

C or above. C or above.

Malawi School Certificate  
of Education UG

Credit (3-6) or above. Credit (3-6) or above.

Malawi School Certificate  
of Education PG

Grade 6, Credit (3-6) or above. Grade 6, Credit (3-6) or above.

Malaysian SPM 1119 C C 

Norway-Vitnemal-Videregaende 
Opplaeling (VVO) English UG

GPA 3.0. GPA 3.0.

Norway-Vitnemal-Videregaende 
Opplaeling (VVO) English PG

GPA 4.0. GPA 4.0.

Singapore Cambridge O level C or above. C or above.

South African National Senior 
Certificate (SANSC or NSC)

This will be accepted for English 
Language for both UG and PG at 
grade 5-7 (2008 onwards).

This will be accepted for English Language for 
both UG and PG at grade 5-7 (2008 onwards).

Tanzania Certificate of Secondary 
Education (CSE)

C or above. C or above.

Tests for entry to UG 
and PG programmes

Faculty of Science 
and Engineering (with exceptions)

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
and Faculty of Health and Life Sciences  
(excluding clinical programmes in Medicine 
and Dentistry unless otherwise specified) and 
Geography (L700, F750, F800), Planning 
(L7K4, K400, K430, K4L7) and Carmel College

Country-specific English Language Tests (for students educated in English medium)

Uganda Certificate of Education 
(UCE) UG

Credit (3-6) or above. Credit (3-6) or above.

Uganda Certificate of Education 
(UCE) PG

Grade 6 or above. Grade 6 or above.

UK A/S level English language E E

UK GCSE or O level C, which is equal to new grades 4/5. C, which is equal to new grades 4/5.

UK IGCSE English as  
a first language

C, which is equal to new grades 4/5. C, which is equal to new grades 4/5.

UK IGCSE English as  
a second language

C, which is equal to new grades 4/5. B, which is equal to new grade 6.

UK – International Baccalaureate 
for Undergraduate Programmes

Standard Level Grade 5 or Higher 
Level Grade 4 in English A (Group 1).

Standard Level Grade 5 or Higher  
Level Grade 4 in English B (Group 2).

English Ab Initio Standard Level is  
not acceptable, students offering  
this would be required to take a 
Secure English Language Test.

Standard Level Grade 5 or Higher 
Level Grade 4 in English A (Group 1).

Standard Level Grade 5 or Higher  
Level Grade 4 in English B (Group 2).

English Ab Initio Standard Level is  
not acceptable, students offering  
this would be required to take a 
Secure English Language Test.

UK – International Baccalaureate 
for Postgraduate Programmes

Standard Level Grade 5 or Higher  
Level Grade 4 in English B (Group 2).

Please note, Standard or Higher Level  
English A (Group 1) is not acceptable.  

Students who have English A should 
present an alternative, accepted 
English Language qualification  
(as outlined in this table).

Standard Level Grade 5 or Higher 
Level Grade 4 in English B (Group 2).

Please note, Standard or Higher Level  
English A (Group 1) is not acceptable. 

Students who have English A should  
present an alternative, accepted  
English Language qualification  
(as outlined in this table).

WAEC (for Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, 
Nigeria and Sierra Leone)

Grade C, Credit (4-6) or above. Grade C, Credit (4-6) or above.

Zambia Secondary School 
Certificate

Grade 6 or above. Grade 6 or above.

Zimbabwe General Certificate  
of Education

Grade C, Credit (5-6) or above. Grade C, Credit (5-6) or above.

Please note that English language tests are only valid for two years from the date the exam was taken.  
The University will only consider the latest English language qualification for entry to all academic programmes.

Please note, at the time of going to print this information is accurate but please check the website below for the most 
up-to-date information. gov.uk/tier-4-general-visa/knowledge-of-english

For further information about the full range of English language courses the University’s English Language Centre  
offers, please see page 78, or visit liverpool.ac.uk/english-language-centre or contact E: elc@liverpool.ac.uk
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Postgraduate English Language entry requirements (Continued)

Tests for entry to 
PG programmes

Faculty of Science 
and Engineering

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences  
and Faculty of Health and Life Sciences

International English Language Tests 
Non-UKVI Secure English Language Tests – (SELTs) (Continued)

Cambridge IGCSE as  
a Second Language

Grade B. Grade B.

Cambridge English: 
Level 3 Certificate in 
ESOL International 
(Proficiency) 

Cambridge English: 
Level 3 Certificate in 
ESOL International 
(Advanced)

Cambridge English: 
Level 2 Certificate in 
ESOL International 
(Advanced)

7.5 overall with 7.0 in each band equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
191 with no less than 185 in any band. 
 

6.5 overall with 6.0 in each band as equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
176 with no less than 169 in any paper. 

6.5 overall with 5.5 in each band as equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
176 with no less than 162 in any paper. 

6.0 overall with 5.5 in each band as equivalent to Cambridge English scale overall:  
169 with no less than 162 in any paper.

Pearson Test of  
English Academic  
(PTE Academic)

62 with minimum scores  
of 51 in each component.

62 with minimum scores  
of 51 in each component.

Partner Institutions/University of Liverpool Tests

Pre-Master's 
Programme 
from Liverpool 
International 
College and other 
Kaplan International 
Colleges

65% or above overall with minimum  
of 55% in each component.

Most programmes in Management, Law, 
Sociology, School of Music, Architecture, School 
of Histories, Languages and Cultures require 65% 
or more overall with a minimum of 60% in each 
component.

For exceptions please refer to the IELTS requirements in this table and convert  
IELTS score to a percentage (ie 6.5 = 65%) (progression requirements are subject  
to change. Please consult your Kaplan offer letter for official entry requirements).

Students from Xi’an 
Jiaotong-Liverpool 
University 

Successful completion of the XJTLU/University of Liverpool degree programme at  
XJTLU taught in English medium satisfies the University’s English language requirements.

University of 
Liverpool Pre-
sessional English 
examination

40% or more on all pre-sessional sub-tests (reading, writing, speaking and listening). However overall 
entry requirements to study specific academic degrees might be much higher than 40% (see below).

IELTS direct entry requirements (as stated by individual departments) and the ELC’s  
equivalent overall pre-sessional scoring requirements are outlined below.

Postgraduate English Language entry requirements

Tests for entry to 
PG programmes

Faculty of Science 
and Engineering

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences  
and Faculty of Health and Life Sciences

International English Language Tests
UKVI Secure English Language Tests – (SELTs)

IELTS 
SELT/non-SELT

All PGT programmes unless otherwise specified 
below, require at least: 6.5 overall with a minimum 
of 6.0 in each component. 

Exceptions
The following programmes require: 6.5 overall 
with a minimum of 5.5 in each component. 

 MSc Advanced Chemical Sciences
 MSc Computer Science
 MSc Advanced Computer Science
 MSc Advanced Computer Science  
with Internet Economics
 MSc Big Data & High Performance Computing
 MSc Advanced Computer Science with  
a Year in Industry
 MSc Advanced Computer Science with  
Internet Economics with a Year in Industry
 MSc Environment and Climate Change
 MSc Environmental Sciences
 MSc Mathematical Sciences
 MSc Financial Mathematics
 MSc Radiometrics: Instrumentation & Modelling
 MSc Telecommunications & Wireless Systems
 MSc Telecommunications & Wireless Systems 
with a Year in Industry
 MSc (Eng) Energy & Power Systems
 MSc (Eng) Energy & Power Systems  
with a Year in Industry
 MSc (Eng) Microelectronic Systems
 MSc (Eng) Microelectronic Systems  
with a Year in Industry
 MSc Sensor Technologies and Enterprise

The following programmes require  
7.0 with minimum 5.5 in each component: 

 MSc Nuclear Science and Technology
 MSc Clinical Science (Medical Physics).

Most programmes within Management, Law, 
Sociology, School of Music, Architecture, School  
of Histories Languages and Cultures require:  
6.5 with minimum 6.0 in each component.

Exceptions
Masters in Management: 7.0 with min 6.5 in 
speaking/writing, reading and listening.

MSc International Business, Marketing, and  
Human Resource Management: 6.5 with min  
6.5 in speaking, 6.0 in reading, writing, listening.

MA Media and Communication: 6.5 with minimum 
6.5 in speaking/writing and minimum 5.5 in 
reading/listening.

MA Philosophy: 6.5 with min 6.5 in writing  
and 6.0 in reading/speaking/listening.

Clinical programmes in Medicine and Dentistry:  
7.0 (with no less than 7.0 in any component).  
Please note, Masters of Public Health at our 
Liverpool campus only accept IELTS.

Advanced Practice in Healthcare MSc/PGDip/
PGCert: 7.0 (with a minimum of 6.5 in each 
component).

Masters programmes in Psychology: overall  
7.5 with minimum 7.0 in each component.

Nursing MSc/PG Dip/PGCert:  
Overall 6.5 min 6.0 in each component.

MSc Advanced Biological Sciences:  
6.5 with minimum 5.5 in each component.

Trinity Integrated  
Skills in English

ISE II with a pass overall and a  
merit in each component.

Humanities and Social Sciences – ISE II with 
a pass overall and a merit or higher in each 
component.

Health and Life Sciences – IELTS 7.0 overall  
with 6.5 or higher in any band they must achieve: 
ISE III with at least a pass in all components and  
a pass overall.

Non-UKVI Secure English Language Tests – (SELTs)

TOEFL IBT If IELTS requirement 6.0 with 5.5 in all bands then TOEFL requirement is min 78 overall  
with 19-listening, writing, reading, 21-speaking.

If IELTS requirement 6.5 with 5.5 in all bands then TOEFL requirement is min 88 overall  
with 20-listening, writing, reading, 22-speaking.

If IELTS requirement 6.5 with 6.0 in all bands then TOEFL requirement is min 88 overall  
with 21-listening, writing, 22-reading, 23-speaking.

Clinical programmes in Medicine and Dentistry  
100 with minimum 24 in speaking and 22 in 
writing, reading and listening.

Cambridge English: 
Advanced

176 (162 minimum in each component). 176 (162 minimum in each component).

Cambridge English: 
Proficiency

176 (162 minimum in each component). 176 (162 minimum in each component).

Cambridge IGCSE as 
a First Language

Grade C. Grade C.
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Academic programme  
IELTS entry requirement

 
CEFR score

Overall Pre-sessional 
score required

Overall 6.0, no score less (nsl) 5.5 B2- 40-49%

Overall 6.5, nsl 5.5 B2 50-59%

Overall 6.5, nsl 6.0 B2 50-59%

Overall 6.5, nsl 6.5  
(or specific skills at 6.5)

B2+ 60-69%

Overall 7.0 C1- 70-79%

Overall 7.5 C1 80-89%

If a student does not score a minimum 40% on all the pre-sessional subtests (reading, writing, speaking 
and listening) and achieve the minimum overall score required for their specific course, they may not  
be able to progress on to their academic course.

Please note, that English language tests are only valid for two years from the date the exam was taken. The University will  
only consider the latest English language qualification for entry to all academic programmes.

At the time of going to print this information is accurate but please check the website below for the most up-to-date information.  
gov.uk/tier-4-general-visa/knowledge-of-english

For further information about the full range of English language courses the University’s English Language Centre offers, 
please see page 78, or visit liverpool.ac.uk/english-language-centre or contact E: elc@liverpool.ac.uk
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English  
Language Centre
If your English language skills do not meet the levels 
required for your programme of study, the University’s 
English Language Centre provides a range of specialist 
English language courses for international students.

The ELC provides a range of specially designed 
courses in English for international students from 
intensive short courses to all year-round study. 

Our English Language Centre’s (ELC) Pre-sessional 
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) courses are 
ideal if you are looking to improve your English 
language and you need to do so as a condition 
of your offer to enter an undergraduate or 
postgraduate programme at the University  
of Liverpool. 

Delivered by specialist staff our Pre-sessional 
courses can improve your English by up to two 
IELTS bands over a 30-week period and by half 
a band over a six-week period. For most of our 
degree programmes if you successfully complete 
one of our Pre-sessional courses at the required 
level you will not have to take an IELTS test*. 
There will be an assessment in each language 
skill (reading, writing, speaking, listening) in 
order to ensure progression onto an academic 
programme. 

The ELC also provides a free comprehensive 
programme of In-sessional English language 
support for current international undergraduate, 
postgraduate taught and research students 
and staff at the University of Liverpool, to run 
alongside academic studies or work. These 
courses can be discipline-specific, focusing  
on relevant language used in particular subject 
areas, or general academic English suitable  
for all international students and staff. 

Other English language 
opportunities 
Activate English 
The University of Liverpool’s English Language 
Centre offers a year-round General English 
language course, which is suitable for elementary 
to advanced learners. If you have family members 
who wish to improve their English whilst you 
study, they can enrol on Activate English. This 
course offers General English and can include 
IELTS preparation or English for Business. You  
can also study on a part-time basis leaving your 
afternoons free for exploration of the city.

Activate English is open to over 18s whether you 
have a connection to the University or not. It gives  
you full access to University facilities including the 
sports centre, library, student societies, as well  
as social events provided by the ELC. 

In addition to a wide range of Pre-sessional and 
In-sessional English language courses, the ELC 
is also a registered IELTS Test Centre offering 
over 20 tests a year. The ELC also provides 
IELTS training as part of their Activate English 
Programme (see page 79) or liverpool.ac.uk/
ELC. If you are intending to use your IELTS test 
results to apply directly for an undergraduate or 
postgraduate programme at the University of 
Liverpool you will be able to take your test at  
the ELC. If you need IELTS for another purpose,  
please be aware that the ELC offers Non  
UKVI-IELTS tests and we advise you to check 
whether our test is suitable for your needs. 

If you are using your IELTS test results to apply  
for a Pre-sessional or Foundation course in the 
UK you will need to take your test at a UKVI SELT 
test centre gov.uk/government/publications/
guidance-on-applying-for-uk-visa-approved-
english-language-tests* 

*For exceptions and further information see  
liverpool.ac.uk/ELC

Most people study Activate English on a short 
term study visa. For more information please 
contact E: elc@liverpool.ac.uk 

Programmes for educators or enterprise 
The ELC are experts in designing and delivering 
programmes based around English language, 
Teacher Training, and English for Specific 
Purposes. The ELC will work with you to  
create a course to meet your own requirements. 
Combining campus-based learning and bespoke 
programmes of lectures and activities, we have 
succeeded in meeting the needs of universities, 
governments and industry across the globe. 
Courses can be designed for groups of  
any size, and run from two weeks to a full  
academic year depending on requirements. 

For more information please contact  
E: elc-coms@liverpool.ac.uk
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Applying for a visa
The majority of international students coming to study at  
the University of Liverpool will need a Tier 4 (General) student 
visa, which you will usually apply for from outside the UK, 
before you travel to the UK.

The earliest you can apply for your visa is three 
months before the start of your course. Visa 
Application Centres will be very busy so we 
recommend that you apply as soon as you are 
eligible. To apply for your visa you will need to:

 Complete a Tier 4 (General) student  
visa application online (use form VAF2  
if applying from North Korea)
 Pay an application fee (currently £348),  
in some countries you can also pay an  
optional priority fee
 Pay an Immigration Health Surcharge (IHS)  
fee (£300 per year, per student and each 
dependant and £150 for part of a year if  
less than six months)
 Submit all the required original  
documentation which includes:

 – Your passport
 – Confirmation of Acceptance for Studies  

 (CAS)  (you do not need an original   
 document)

 – Certificates of all qualifications listed  
 on your CAS

 – Evidence of your funds – one year’s   
 course fees plus living expenses of £9,135  
 (Liverpool campus) and £11,385 (London  
 campus) or financial sponsorship letter

 – Police Registration Certificate (if applicable) 
 – ATAS certificate (if applicable) 
 – Tuberculosis (TB) Screening certificate  

 (if applicable) 
 – Certificate of previous course as  

 evidence of completion (only if extending  
 visa inside the UK)

 – Acceptable translations (if any of the  
 above documents are not in English). 

After you submit your visa application you  
should receive information on how to provide your 
biometric information which is a digital photograph 
and fingerprints, which will be required for your 
Biometric Residence Permit (BRP).

Tier 4 Visa pilot scheme
The University of Liverpool has been selected 
to be part of a Home Office pilot scheme which 
simplifies the visa application process and offers 
additional benefits to master’s students (only 
programmes of 13 months or less) applying  
for a Tier 4 visa. 

The scheme allows master’s students to stay in 
the UK for six months after your course end date 
instead of the usual four months. Another benefit 
of the pilot scheme is that you are not required 
to submit financial or academic qualification 
documentation with your visa application. You 
must still confirm in your visa application that you 
meet the requirements and that you hold all the 
required documentary evidence. (Documents can 
be requested or may be required for a spot-check. 
If you are asked for your documents and cannot 
provide them your application will be refused). 

Tier 4 visa requirements still apply to you even  
if you are part of the pilot scheme; therefore, you 
must ensure you follow the rest of the guidance in 
relation to applying. If you are required to have an 
ATAS clearance certificate and/or a TB certificate 
you must still include these documents with your 
visa application. If you are bringing dependants 
with you and they apply for a visa at the same 
time as you, they are also not required to submit 
documents showing they meet the maintenance 
requirements. However, if they don’t apply at 
the same time as you they will need to submit 
supporting financial documentation with their 
application. 

For a comprehensive guide on how to complete  
a Tier 4 (General) student visa from outside the UK 
see liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/international/
visas/studentvisaapplicationsoutsidetheuk/

Confirmation of Acceptance  
for Studies (CAS) 
To apply for a Tier 4 visa you must first have a 
Confirmation of Acceptance for Studies (CAS) 
which can only be issued by a Tier 4 sponsor, 
which is an institution with a Tier 4 licence  
such as the University of Liverpool. Your CAS  
is a unique reference number which links  
you to the University of Liverpool.

To obtain your CAS you must accept your 
unconditional offer for the University of 
Liverpool, and postgraduate students must 
also pay a tuition fee deposit. The deposit 
amount will be confirmed in your offer letter.

The following webpage explains how to 
pay your deposit liverpool.ac.uk/study/
international/tuition-fees-and-scholarships/
fee-deposits/ 

Your CAS will normally be emailed to you 
and it is stored on the UKVI database. It lists 
the qualifications used by the University 
of Liverpool to offer you your place on the 
course, information about your course, course 
fees and any scholarships you have been 
awarded. For further information on CAS visit 
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/international/
visas/studentvisaapplicationsoutsidetheuk/ 
cas-confirmationofacceptanceofstudies/ 
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Please ensure  
you keep a copy of  

your completed visa 
application and  
all supporting  
documents.

The UK Government’s proposed changes to the 
visa process and post-study leave period will 
allow international students to remain in the 
UK and work for two years after graduating. 
At the time of going to print full details of the 
changes are still to be confirmed. For latest 
updates see gov.uk/tier-4-general-visa
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Immigration Health Surcharge 
Students and dependants are required to pay an 
Immigration Health Surcharge of £300 each for 
each year the visa is issued for and £150 for part of 
a year less than six months in order to access the 
UK’s National Health Service. Although there will 
be no further charge for most NHS services you 
will still need to pay for some services including 
prescription charges (for medication prescribed  
by a doctor). You must make your IHS payment 
before submitting your visa application. If your  
visa is refused you will automatically receive a  
full IHS refund. For further information please visit 
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/international/
visas/studentvisaapplicationsinsidetheuk/
health-surcharge/

Evidence of funds
The money you need to show you have is 
made up of two parts, tuition fees for your first 
year of study, plus your living costs (known as 
maintenance) which is £9,135 if you are based  
in Liverpool or £11,385 if you are studying at  
our London campus. 

The total amount of funds must have been 
available to you for 28 days. The balance in your 
bank account must never fall below the required 
amount during the whole 28 day period. If it is 
below the required amount for any one of these 
28 days, your application will be refused. The last 
transaction date (on the bank statement) of that 
28 day period, must not be more than one month 
before the date of your application. 

Biometric Residence Permit (BRP) 
Following your successful visa application  
your documents and passport will be returned 
to you along with a letter confirming the 
conditions of the visa including whether you 
need to register with the UK Police. You will 
initially be issued with a vignette (a sticker) 
inside your passport which is valid for 30 days 
from the date you indicated as your intended 
travel date in your visa application. This 
vignette allows you to travel to the UK to 
collect your Biometric Residence Permit (BRP).  
You can travel to the UK any time during this 
30 day period; however it is important to note 
that you must collect your (BRP) within ten 
days of your arrival into the UK. A BRP looks 
like an ID card and is your evidence of your 
permission to be in the UK.

You will receive details of where you can 
collect your BRP prior to your arrival in the UK. 
Your CAS may contain an ‘Alternative Location 
Code (ALC)’, to enter on your visa application 
so that you are able to collect your BRP from 
the University campus. This is recommended, 
as you can collect your BRP at the same time 
as your other documentation is checked 
during registration. If you do not enter an ALC 
on your visa application you will automatically 
be assigned a local Post Office for you to 
collect your BRP from. For further details on 
collecting your BRP go to liverpool.ac.uk/
studentsupport/international/visas/
studentvisaapplicationsoutsidetheuk/ 
brpcollection 

If you need to register with the police, you 
must do so within seven days of your arrival 
and you need to take your letter or BRP  
with you. 

For further general information about BRP’s  
see gov.uk/biometric-residence-permits

This means that your bank statement cannot be 
more than one month old when you submit your 
visa application. You must have already held the 
funds for 28 days before you submit your online 
visa application.

There is further information on our International 
Advice and Guidance (IAG) website 
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/international/
visas/studentvisaapplicationsoutsidetheuk/ 
maintenance

Tuberculosis (TB) Screening Certificate 
If you are applying for your visa from outside 
the UK, pre-entry Tuberculosis Screening is 
mandatory in certain countries identified by  
the World Health Organization (WHO).  
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/international/
visas/studentvisaapplicationsoutsidetheuk/
tuberculosisscreening/

You can find a list of clinics included in the pre-
screening programme at gov.uk/government/
collections/tuberculosis-testing-home-office-
approved-clinics

TB screening provides health benefits to  
overseas applicants through: 

 Providing early detection and treatment  
for those infected 
 Protecting global public health by  
preventing in-flight transmission. 

 

I enjoy studying Mechatronics and 
learning new concepts that will help me 
realise my future objectives. We learn 
the basics then develop our knowledge 
with the lecturers’ guidance, we also 
get the opportunity to meet with 
students from different fields in 
engineering and different year  
groups to discuss topics. 

Living in the city of Liverpool is one  
of the greatest things I’ve done, it is  
less expensive than other UK cities 
which lets me have a better quality of 
life while spending less. Being here has 
taught me how to manage budgets, be 
independent, organise my time to study 
and enjoy the opportunity of being in 
one of the best cities and universities  
in the UK. 
Miguel Angel Li Arzapalo
MEng Mechatronics and Robotic Systems
Peru

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube
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Credibility interviews
You might be invited to attend a short credibility 
interview as part of your visa application. This 
invitation will be sent to you by email so regularly 
check your email account including your junk mail.

The brief interview is with a UKVI officer via a 
video link and you should expect to answer 
questions relating to:

 Your education history
 Study programme
 Why you want to study in the UK
 Why you chose the University of Liverpool
 Why you chose the particular course
 Plans for after your course has finished
 Financial circumstances.

The interviewer will check that your level of 
English matches the requirements for the level of 
your study programme. The report of the interview 
will be sent to the Entry Clearance Officer who 
makes the decision on your Tier 4 application. 

Read our guidance notes to help you prepare 
liverpool.ac.uk/media/livacuk/student-support/
ist/pdfs/UOL, Credibilty,Interview,Information, 
v2.pdf

Checking your visa 
If you are successful in being granted a visa, 
check it immediately. If you have been issued 
a 30-day vignette then you should check that 
the information in the accompanying letter  
is correct. 

You should also check all information is  
correct on your BRP as soon as you collect  
it, including: 

 Your name and date of birth 
 That you are a Tier 4 (General) student 
 Sponsor Licence Number (SLN) of the  
institution that you intend to study at 
 Start and end dates of the permission  
are correct 
 Make sure your visa is granted to expire  
four months after your course end date  
or six months for master’s students under  
the Tier 4 pilot scheme* 
 Make sure your visa does not prohibit  
you from working. 

If any of this information is incorrect, you 
can ask for these errors to be corrected 
immediately, before you travel to the UK. If 
there is no time for the error to be corrected 
before you travel, ask the entry clearance post 
for advice. Alternatively you can travel to the 
UK and then request a correction of the  
error/s on your visa later. 

* Following proposed changes you will be 
allowed to stay in the UK for two years  
after you graduate. For the latest details  
to post-study leave period see gov.uk/
tier-4-general-visa

Being refused a visa and arriving late 
If you are not successful with your visa application, 
you will be given a refusal notice which will tell 
you why you have been refused. If you have  
been refused: 

 Contact International Advice and Guidance  
here at the University as soon as possible  
by email E: iagteam@liverpool.ac.uk 
 If your visa is refused and it is near the start of 
your programme, please contact your academic 
department to ask what the latest date is that 
you can start your programme.

If you have missed the official start date of your 
programme, there may be two possible outcomes: 

 Late arrival – If your School agrees you can 
arrive a little later, you must make sure you have 
this new start date updated on your CAS and  
in writing from your department, as you may be 
asked to provide evidence on entering the UK
 Deferred arrival – If your School cannot give 
you a later start date, or you do not manage  
to get a visa in time, do not travel to the UK. 
Contact the IAG for advice. You may need  
to ask your department if you can defer  
your offer to the following academic year. 

For further information relating to visa  
applications you can also visit: 

 Our International Advice and Guidance  
website liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/
international/visas/ 
 The UK Visas & Immigration (UKVI) website  
gov.uk/tier-4-general-visa/ 
 UKCISA website ukcisa.org.uk/Information--
Advice/Visas-and-Immigration/Making-a-tier-
4-General-application-outside-the-UK

Dependants
Some family members known as dependants 
may join you in the UK whilst you hold a Tier 4 
student visa. They must apply online from outside 
the UK (fee of £348). Dependants who can apply 
include; spouses (husband or wife), civil partners 
(same sex partner you have entered into a legally 
recognised relationship with), unmarried partner 
(someone you have been in a relationship with 
akin to marriage for two years or more) and  
your children under 18 years of age. Your family 
may be allowed to join you if:

 You are a postgraduate student studying on  
a full-time programme of at least nine months
 You are a government sponsored student  
on a full-time programme of at least six months
 Your current or most recent immigration 
permission was as a Tier 4 (General) student or 
a pre-Tier 4 student on a full-time course longer 
than six months AND all four points below apply:

 1. your permission is current or it expired no  
more than three months before this immigration 
application AND 2. your new immigration 
application is for a full-time course that is longer 
than six months AND 3. your dependant already 
has Tier 4 dependant or ‘student’ dependant 
immigration permission (or it is the most recent 
immigration permission that they had, and it 
expired no more than three months before this 
application) AND 4. you apply for immigration 
permission at the same time as your dependant.

Children will only be eligible if both parents are 
coming to the UK. If only one parent is intending 
to enter the UK any child will only be able to  
enter the UK too if:

 You are the child’s sole surviving parent or you 
have sole responsibility for their upbringing
 There are serious or compelling reasons  
for the child to join you in the UK.

Each of your dependants is also required to  
show that they have enough money to cover  
their living costs. Each dependant must show they 
have £6,120 if living in Liverpool or £7,605 if living  
in London. The required amounts must be held  
in your (or your dependant’s) bank account for  
at least 28 days before the application is made.

Please see the International Advice and Guidance 
website for further information liverpool.ac.uk/
studentsupport/international/visas/familyvisa 
You can also download detailed ‘PBS Dependant 
Guidance’ from the UKVI gov.uk website.

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube
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Living costs
Liverpool is one of the most cost-effective student  
cities in the UK, which is good news for all our students. 

Living costs per year 
In addition to paying your tuition fees you must 
also show that you have enough money to  
cover your living costs for up to nine months. 

When applying for your visa, immigration rules 
require you to have a minimum of £9,135 (£1,015 
per month for nine months) in your bank account 
for living costs. For students studying at our 
London campus the living costs/maintenance 
required is £11,385 (£1,265 per month for nine 
months). As a single student, we estimate that 
you will actually need between £8,500-£10,500 
per year for your daily living expenses including 
accommodation, food and local travel in Liverpool 
or £10,000-£12,000 if you are at our London 
campus. Of course your actual living costs will vary 
according to your lifestyle and accommodation. 

Dependants 
If you are bringing your family to the UK you  
are required to show that you also have enough 
money to cover their living costs too. The current 
immigration rules state when applying for a visa 
for a family member you must show you have 
£6,120 living costs for each dependant if you  
are based in Liverpool and £7,605 living costs  
for each dependant if you are based at our 
London campus. 

Approximate living costs of  
students at our Liverpool campus
 It is important to budget your money carefully. 
The table opposite summarises the approximate 
living costs for a number of our undergraduate 
and postgraduate international students to give 
you an idea of the typical amounts of money 
students spend whilst living and studying in 
Liverpool. 

Calling home 
You will probably want to keep in regular contact 
with family and friends back home. There are 
lots of options to make cheap international 
calls. However, international calls can be very 
expensive too so you need to make sure you 
compare the best deals from different networks  
to find the one that best meets your needs. 

Popular networks in the UK include: Vodafone, 
O2, EE, and Virgin. You should also check call 
rates offered by networks such as Lyca mobile 
and Lebara who specialise in providing cheap 
international call rates. For further information  
see https://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.
co.uk/international/studying-in-the-uk/
broadband-and-mobile-for-international-
students-in-the-uk/ 

Georgia is a second year undergraduate 
Psychology student, who lives in private 
accommodation, her monthly living costs  
are £670.

Agata is a postgraduate student living in self-
catered University accommodation studying  
MSc Sports Business and Management and  
he spends approximately £713.50 a month. 

Tito is an undergraduate Geology student 
living in our modern Crown Place University 
accommodation on campus, his monthly living 
costs are approximately £823.

Rahmat a first-year undergraduate studying  
Law with Accounting and Finance, lives in  
private accommodation with living costs  
of around £910 a month.  

Lennart is a postgraduate student undertaking  
a master’s in Product Design and Management. 
He lives in private accommodation and he  
spends £948 each month.

Elaine is a postgraduate student who lives in 
private accommodation with her husband and  
her monthly living expenses are £1,280.

Another way to get a good idea of day-to-day 
living costs and tips on managing your money 
effectively while studying in the UK, is to  
log onto the free online tool  
https://university.which.co.uk/student- 
budget-calculator

It might also be useful to have a look at the 
websites of UK supermarkets such as Asda,  
Aldi, Tesco or Sainsbury’s for UK prices for  
food and household items. 
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 Georgia Agata  Tito Rahmat Lennart Elaine

Accommodation £420 £520  £570 £672 £660  £800 

Travel (bus/trains/taxis)  £30 £20  £0 £0 £10   £60 

Food  £90 £90 £180  £180 £200 £200 

Mobile phone  £20 £7.50 £8 £8   £8 £10 

Leisure/entertainment  £80 £30  £30 £30  £50 £200 

Study costs £10 £5  £5  £5     £10     £5 

Laundry  £20 £25 £30 £15     £0 £5 

Household bills*  £0  £0  £0 £0 £0 £0 

Gym membership  £0  £16 £0 £0         £10 £0

Approx monthly living costs   £670 £713.50  £823  £910   £948 £1,280

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube

*Household bills such as gas and electricity are usually included in the cost of accommodation
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From welcome week to the 
numerous cultural, technical and 
managerial events happening 
every day, this University has  
the right balance of academic 
excellence and overall perfect 
student life. I spend my free time 
socialising in some of the many 
societies in the Guild such as the 
South Asian Society, the Liverpool 
Hindu Society and Bollywood 
Dance sessions and I never miss  
a Careerhub event which all allow 
me to network and make new 
friends. I also work part-time for 
Liverpool Football Club which  
is great, as visiting Anfield was 
one of my childhood dreams.

Cyriac Jose
MSc (Eng) Energy and Power Systems
India

My master’s degree has exceeded 
my expectations with its high  
level learning, great diversity  
of students and professors who 
 are experts in their field. The 
University provides a lot of 
support and guidance for 
international students in a 
friendly environment. There  
are so many societies to join,  
I play guitar so I joined the Band 
Society where I’ve met many  
other musicians and we enjoy  
playing together. I also like that  
the city is relatively small so I  
can get to most places riding  
my bicycle, yet there is always 
something happening here so 
it’s never boring.

Ernesto Sandoval Cuevas
MSc Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management
Mexico

I study alongside people from all 
over the world and I’m gaining  
a great insight into how Law is 
practiced. It’s exciting to do mock 
trials and debates and act as 
professional lawyers and judges to 
develop our legal skills. My modules 
also cover interesting topics on social 
issues and politics. The University  
is great at preparing you for your 
career too, through different 
experiences and extracurricular 
activities, from the help and 
support of our tutors, to the  
Law Extra programme’s guest 
lecturers, who give us advice on 
life as a lawyer, and the Careers 
service who help us improve our 
CV’s and apply for vacation 
schemes in law firms. 

Farida Rezek
Law LLB (Hons)
Egypt

The University of Liverpool is  
the best thing to happen to me.  
I appreciate the individual 
approach to each student the 
lecturers and staff have. The 
University provides free language 
lessons, career guidance, help with 
my CV and job applications and 
many societies, which have all 
given me the opportunity to 
improve my language, academic, 
professional, social and personal 
skills. My classmate group is the 
best, we organise class events like 
hiking trips, coffee sessions and 
evening activities. The campus  
also has everything you could  
want, places to study, sport and  
art facilities, places to chill out and 
socialise, which all creates a unique 
atmosphere for my student life.

Lenka Hasova
MSc Geographic Data Science
Czech Republic
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Working while  
 you Study
International students are usually legally allowed 
to work for up to 20 hours per week during term 
time. However, the University recommends that 
students work a maximum of 15 hours per week to 
ensure that your studies are not affected. During 
university vacations students are allowed to work 
full-time hours. International students undertaking 
part-time study options are not permitted to work. 
Master’s students do not have a set summer 
vacation like other students so you are restricted 
to 20 hours per week during this time.

How much can I earn? 
From April 2019 the minimum wage in the UK  
for people aged 18-20 inclusive is £6.15 per 
hour, for people aged 21-24 the minimum wage is 
£7.70 per hour. For people aged 25 and over the 
minimum wage is currently £8.21. The following 
calculations give an indication of how much you 
could potentially earn during term time and during 
university vacations. Calculations are based on 
the minimum wage, depending on the job/role 
you might be paid more than the minimum wage.

During term time 
Weekly income, working 15 hours per  
week for minimum wage:

18-20 years of age £6.15 x 15 = £92.25 
21-24 years of age £7.70 x 15 = £115.50 
25+ years £8.21 x 15 = £123.15 

During agreed vacation time 
Weekly income, working full-time (based  
on 40 hours per week) for minimum wage:

18-20 years of age £6.15 x 40 = £246.00
21-24 years of age £7.70 x 40 = £308.00
25+ years £8.21 x 40 = £328.40 

Jobs and events 
The University of Liverpool’s Careers and 
Employability team actively work with local 
companies and organisations to help students 
find internships, work experience and part-time 
job opportunities.

The Careers and Employability team’s vacancy 
website advertises part-time jobs for students 
both on and off the University campus, as well  
as internships, placements, and graduate jobs.

Students are encouraged to find out about 
the latest events and job opportunities via the 
Careers and Employability team’s @livunicareers 
social media accounts on twitter, facebook, and 
Instagram. Part-time jobs are also advertised  
using our dedicated @livuniPTjobs twitter feed.

Many students also undertake voluntary work 
experience to build their skills while at university. 
The Liverpool Guild of Students manages 
voluntary opportunities for students and you 
can learn more about what’s available by visiting 
liverpoolguild.org/volunteering-opportunities

You can also find out about extracurricular 
activities on the MyLiverpool website which  
may help you become more employable.  
liverpool.ac.uk/my-liverpool/

Careers and Employability also run many 
seminars, workshops and careers fairs with 
employers. There are also specific events for 
international students. There is a wide range of 
online resources to help with everything from 
researching potential employers to creating the 
perfect CV, and you can drop-in to the Career 
Studio in the centre of campus for support from 
our team of Career Coaches in finding and 
applying for opportunities.

International student ambassadors 
Every year we recruit a number of International 
Student Ambassadors to work alongside the 
International Recruitment, Relations and Study 
Abroad Team. Our ambassadors are given 
an opportunity to get involved in all kinds of 
interesting paid work projects, including enquiry 
handling, welcome events, representing the 
University at exhibitions and events and acting  
as a point of contact for international offer holders.
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It is important to be aware that any earnings 
you make in the UK through part-time jobs will 
supplement your living costs, but cannot be relied 
on as a source of financial support. You will need 
to prove that you have the funds to cover tuition 
fees and living costs for your first year of study 
when you apply for your visa. Employment in the 
UK as a student is mainly for experience and  
the opportunity to be involved with UK society.  
For further information go to  
gov.uk/tier-4-general-visa 

Studying at the University of Liverpool  
is extraordinary. My tutors are always 
willing to help me and all the University 
staff are very friendly and make me feel 
at home. The University helps students 
find volunteer and part-time jobs. I’ve 
had many volunteer jobs such as raising 
funds for the children’s hospice Claire 
House, which has given me some great 
experience and helped me make many 
friends. I am also a mentor in the maths 
department to help first year students.

Xiaqjun Yao
BSc (Hons) Mathematics with Finance 
Progressed from Liverpool 
International College
China

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube
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Working in the UK 
after you graduate
If you are considering working in the UK after graduation,  
it is important to apply for graduate opportunities early in  
the final year of your studies.

Students looking to study and work in the UK after 
their studies can currently do so through the Tier 
2 sponsored working visa. This involves gaining 
a graduate level job with an employer registered 
on the Tier 2 sponsor register. There are approx 
30,000 employers on the Tier 2 sponsor register 
in the UK. The complete register is available  
on the UKVI website.  
https://tinyurl.com/tier2-5employers

To meet the conditions of the Tier 2 visa 
requirements, the roles must offer the minimum 
graduate salary (which currently stands at 
£20,800 for an applicant switching from Tier 4 
to Tier 2 inside the UK) or the salary specified in 
the Standard Occupational Code for salary levels, 
published by the UKVI, which are usually higher 
than £20,800. Further information  
is available at gov.uk/tier-2-general

In addition to Tier 2, there is also the possibility  
of obtaining a temporary visa under Tier 5. The 
Tier 5 visa is issued for either one or two years 
and allows people to undertake a work placement 
or professional training related to your degree or 
specific research programme. To obtain a Tier 5 
visa you must be sponsored by an ‘overarching 
body’, an organisation running an approved scheme. 

A list of organisations running approved 
schemes can be found on https://tinyurl.com/
tier5schemes. More information can be found on 
gov.uk/tier-5-government-authorised-exchange 

The Careers and Employability service can only 
provide general advice on working in the UK not 
specific advice on your individual circumstances. 
The International Advice and Guidance team 
can help you with this. Visit liverpool.ac.uk/
studentsupport/international. You can also 
access ukcisa.org.uk for further information  
and advice on this subject. A qualification from the 
University of Liverpool and the skills development 
you will receive during your degree will give 
you every advantage possible in your search for 
employment in the UK or around the world. The 
job market in the UK is highly competitive but we 
know that Liverpool graduates are well prepared 
and valued by employers. As the University has 
been selected to take part in the Tier 4 visa pilot 
scheme, our international postgraduate master’s 
students are already allowed to stay in the UK for 
six months after their course end date to look for 
suitable employment opportunities (see page 81). 
See information in the box above in relation to  
UK Government's proposed changes.

Not all international graduates wish to work in  
the UK; the majority of our graduates choose to 
return home after graduation to seek employment. 
All University of Liverpool students, whether they 
wish to work in the UK or elsewhere, have access 
to excellent career development opportunities 
through our specialist award winning Careers  
and Employability service. For more information 
about working in the UK after your studies,  
please see liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/
international/visas/workingafteryourstudies/
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All the teachers on my course are extremely 
enthusiastic. My colleagues and I have built 
an international network of people where 
everyone is able to work with each other 
sharing ideas. The campus is amazing so are 
all the facilities such as the libraries, the Sport 
Centre, the Guild and restaurants and they  
are all easy to reach and all the students  
are so friendly, the more my mind is open  
to new challenges the more I am able to  
adapt to different scenarios.

Federico Gennaro Ferrante
MSc Operations and Supply Chain Management
Italy

@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube

The UK Government’s proposals to change the 
visa process and extend the post-study leave 
period will allow international students to stay 
in the UK for two years after you graduate, to 
find relevant employment. At the time of going 
to print full details of the proposals are still to be 
confirmed. The changes may affect conditions 
and terms of the Tier 2 and Tier 5 visas outlined 
below. For the latest information see gov.uk
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Manchester  
International Airport 
The University operates a  
Meet and Greet coach transfer  
service from Manchester International 
Airport (MAN) over four days in September.  
If you arrive during this time you will be  
here in time to attend all of our Hello 
International! Hi! welcome week events. 

If you book onto our Airport Transfer Service, 
university representatives and International 
Student Ambassadors will be on hand to  
assist you and give you a warm welcome  
as you arrive in the UK. The service will run 
from 8am to 19.30pm on each of the four days.
It is a free service for all international students 
staying in University accommodation. We will 
transport you from the airport by coach to your 
University of Liverpool accommodation. If you 
choose to stay in privately owned student 
accommodation (halls or houses), you will  
be able to book onto our transfer service  
at a cost of £25 per person. We will transfer 
you from the airport to the centre of the 
University campus and from here you will  
be taken on to your accommodation by taxi.

An invitation to book onto our Airport  
Transfer, Meet and Greet service will be  
sent to you via email at the beginning of 
September. Students staying in University 
accommodation can book onto the service 
early online via Liverpool Life, the University’s 
portal for current students and applicants.

Space on the coach is limited, so only bring 
essential luggage. The Liverpool campus is 
located very close to shops and amenities,  
should you need to purchase some home 
comforts on arrival.

If you do not book onto our transport service 
you can travel to Liverpool via a train from 
Manchester Airport to Liverpool Lime Street 
in the city centre which usually takes just 
over an hour. National Express also operate 
a coach service from Manchester Airport  
to Liverpool city centre coach station.  
For details see thetrainline.com  
or nationalexpress.com

Every international student says 
the best part of Liverpool is how 
friendly it is. This amazing place 
has a great city centre with lots  
of activities, it’s fun, unique and 
diverse, but it also gives you a real 
sense of a community. I don’t feel 
like an outsider here, I feel like  
I belong.

Lama Saher Hisham Hijjawi
BA (Hons) International Politics and Policy
Jordan
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Making the move
To ensure your journey to the UK and arrival in Liverpool 
goes as smoothly as possible, please read through the 
information and checklists contained in the following pages. 

 Book your flights to  
ensure you arrive in  
Liverpool in time for  
Hello International! Hi!  
our orientation and welcome  
programme of events for international 
students, the week before your  
studies begin
 Are there government restrictions on  
how much money you can take out of  
your country and bring into the UK?
 Check if you need permission to  
transfer money to the UK
 Order British currency (sterling) or  
a travel money card
 Make sure you have travel insurance  
that covers you for medical emergencies 
while you are travelling and the full value 
of any lost luggage before you leave  
your country for the UK 
 Book onto our Airport Transfer –  
Meet and Greet service from  
Manchester Airport to Liverpool
 Obtain a letter from your doctor for  
any prescribed drugs you need to bring
 Find out what items you can take through 
customs and what you must declare
 Weigh your luggage. Is it within airline 
allowances? Can you carry it?
 Label your luggage clearly with your  
own name and new address here  
in the UK
 Make sure your luggage is securely  
fastened and locked.

Flying into  
Manchester 
Many airlines fly direct to  
Manchester. If you are travelling 
independently from Manchester Airport  
to Liverpool allow one to two hours for  
the journey.

Flying into London 
If you arrive in the UK at London Heathrow  
or London Gatwick airports and you do not  
have a connecting flight to Manchester  
you can travel to Liverpool via train. Prices 
vary considerably between £25 and £175 
depending on the time and day you travel. 
You can also travel by coach. National 
Express run coach services from London 
airports to Liverpool ONE bus station.  
Coach travel can take much longer than  
the train depending on the traffic and  
the number of designated stops. Fares  
cost between £12 and £60. For both coach 
and train return journey tickets might be  
a cheaper option than a one-way ticket. 
Tickets are usually cheaper if you buy  
them well in advance of your travel date.

Flying into Liverpool 
Currently six airlines fly into Liverpool John 
Lennon Airport from Europe. The airport  
website shows possible international routes.
From Liverpool John Lennon Airport, Arriva 
run a number of bus services to the city 
centre and other areas of the city. Airlink 
500 runs from the airport to Liverpool ONE 
bus station in the city centre, this service 
runs every 30 minutes. The journey to  
the city centre takes approx. 45 mins and 
stops at various points along the route.  
(cost approximately £3). Further information 
is available at liverpoolairport.com

A taxi from Liverpool John Lennon Airport  
to the University’s Student Village at 
Greenbank, takes approx. 20 minutes.  
A taxi from the airport to any of our 
on-campus accommodation will take 
approximately 30 minutes. Costs will vary 
depending on your exact location, time of 
day and taxi company. Approx. £15- £25.

95@livuniglobal    /Universityof Liverpool    @livuniglobal    UofLTube
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Security while travelling 
Be careful when you are travelling, especially 
when you are tired. Never leave luggage or any 
belongings unattended. Only carry enough cash  
for your travelling expenses and the first day  
or two in Liverpool. Keep a record of any bank, 
credit or travel money card numbers somewhere 
safe so if you do lose them you have a record  
of the numbers and can inform your bank. 

Most students have no problem with their journey 
but if you lose any of your luggage, tell the airline 
immediately. If you lose anything at an airport, 
train or coach station, go to the Lost Property 
office – if you are lucky, it might have been found 
and handed in. If you lose luggage in the street, 
or think it has been stolen, you will need to 
report this to the police. The police will issue you 
with a ‘crime number’ which will be required for 
your insurance company if you need to make a 
claim. If you lose your passport, you must tell the 
police and your British diplomatic post (Embassy) 
immediately. Our International Advice and 
Guidance (IAG) team can help you with this.
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 Get packing
When you’re packing, don’t bring unnecessary items, 
remember you can get most things cheaply in Liverpool. 

In your hand luggage 
 Passport/vignette/visa 
 Travel tickets 
 Travel insurance documents 
 Travel money card, credit cards 
 Enough sterling cash for your first few days;  
try to include some £5 and £10 notes
 A photocopy of each page of your passport,  
any visa/entry clearances. Keep these  
separate from originals 
 CAS statement or number 
 Original academic documents as these  
will need to be presented at registration 
 List of contents of your main luggage 
 Any prescribed medication plus a letter  
from your doctor explaining what it is 
 Details of your accommodation including  
full address and telephone number 
 Original documentary proof you have enough 
money to pay your fees and meet your living 
costs (eg recent bank statements, proof of 
scholarship, sponsor’s letter) 
 Photocopies of all essential documents 
 Something to entertain you on the journey
 A toothbrush, small towel, warm jumper/jacket.

In your suitcase 
 List of contents of your hand luggage 
 Enough clothes to last you until you get settled 
 Photos from home 
 Camera 
 A few passport sized photographs of  
yourself – you may need them for ID cards,  
bus/rail passes in your first few days here. 

What not to pack 
 Electrical items 
 Lots of books – buy your textbooks in  
Liverpool or use the library 
 Too many clothes 
 Bedding and towels – buy these in Liverpool 
 Food – it is heavy and you can buy  
most types of food in Liverpool 
 Cooking equipment and utensils. 

Some students choose to buy all their initial 
essential items online and arrange for them to  
be delivered in Liverpool for when they arrive – 
see the online company click2campus.com 
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In addition to the well organised study 
programmes, this University really 
enriches your life by providing excellent 
facilities and the amazing Guild of 
Students which provides plenty of 
opportunities and social events where 
you can really make a difference and 
meet lots of interesting friends. It is a 
privilege to study at such a distinguished 
university that truly considers students’ 
needs. Liverpool is a beautiful harbour 
city with fresh air and mild temperatures. 
It has two exquisite cathedrals and 
plenty of fabulous theatres and shopping 
centres. I’m also really impressed with 
the politeness and friendliness of people 
in this city which makes you feel 
comfortable and at ease. 

Yue Guan 
MA TESOL 
China

Remember to bring  
your original academic  

documents with you to the  
UK, you will need to  
present these during  

the registration  
process.
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Immigration on arrival in the UK 
You will need to show your passport and visa 
to an Immigration Officer when you land in 
the UK. An Immigration Officer has the right 
to interview you on arrival to check that your 
situation has not changed since you were 
granted entry clearance. 

You are therefore advised to carry your  
CAS statement, a copy of your offer email or 
letter and financial support proof in your hand 
luggage to show you meet the requirements  
of the Immigration Rules. The UKVI Immigration 
Officer may also want to talk to you about the 
University of Liverpool and your new academic 
programme. They will be aware that you may 
be tired after a long journey but they will 
expect you to be able to speak to them  
and answer their questions in English. 

If you have any problems you can ask the 
Immigration Officer to contact our International 
Advice and Guidance team or the Immigration 
Advice Service (IAS). The IAS has offices across 
the UK and can provide specialist immigration 
advice and representation.  
http://iasservices.org.uk
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Hello International! 
(Hi!) Your orientation 
programme
All new international students are invited to attend Hello 
International! (Hi!) our orientation and welcome programme of 
events delivered by the International Advice and Guidance team.

Ensure when you are booking your flights to  
the UK that you arrive in time to attend Hi! which 
begins Monday 21 September 2020. If you 
are not able to take advantage of our Meet and 
Greet Airport Transfer Service to collect you 
from Manchester Airport, then this will be the 
first organised contact you will have with the 
University and other international students. 

At the start of Hi! you will be given:

 a Now You’ve Arrived booklet containing  
details of what you need to do in your first  
few days in Liverpool 
 a programme of all the Hi! sessions you  
should attend during Welcome Week 
 details of IAG presentations throughout 
Semester 1.

This programme of events will provide you with 
all the information you need to adjust to life in 
Liverpool as effortlessly as possible and make 
sure you enjoy your time here. It is also a great 
chance to meet other students, make new friends 
and learn about the University, the city and  
living in the UK.

There will also be an opportunity for you to 
provide us with your original documents at this 
time. This is an important part of the registration 
process and you must ensure you do this to 
successfully register at the University. You will 
receive further information about all the planned 
events by email leading up to your departure. 

If you have any individual access requirements 
due to a disability, medical condition or specific 
learning need, that you think we may need to 
consider when we are planning Hi! please contact 
International Advice and Guidance to discuss  
E: iagteam@liverpool.ac.uk

Studying Law at the University  
of Liverpool is exciting, I love the 
quality of education and freedom 
for independent thought and 
expression, the diversity of my 
course and the challenge it brings 
to not just accept the law but to 
think of ways in which it can  
be improved. The lectures and 
tutorials are thought provoking  
and the careers workshops  
and talks are chances to make 
connections with practising 
barristers and solicitors. As an 
international student, the vast 
range of societies, student activities 
and departments such as the 
International Advice and 
Guidance team have helped  
me ease into living and studying  
in a different country.
Ivy Gardner 
LLB (Hons) Law
Zambia
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Find out more
We are different view points and daring ideas.  
Unique perspectives and a city bursting with  
characters. Study with us and stand out. 

Choosing what and where to study is a huge  
decision and we hope this guide has provided  
you with the information you need to help you  
decide what is best for you. You might also find  
the other sources of information below useful.

Our Undergraduate Prospectus,  
Master’s Study and PhD  
Opportunities 2020 guides
Our prospectus and guides provide an overview 
of courses and information about the University’s 
excellent facilities for students. To order a copy of 
our undergraduate prospectus or postgraduate 
guides register online at liverpool.ac.uk/study/
undergraduate/courses/prospectus-request/ 
or liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/
prospectus-request/ or liverpool.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-research/contact-us

Fees commitment for EU students
We value our international student community. 
Every single student at the University contributes 
to our welcoming and diverse community and we 
will continue to take great pride in offering a truly 
international experience for all of our students.

In relation to the UK leaving the European 
Union, the UK government has confirmed that 
undergraduate and postgraduate EU students 
starting their degree in 2020 will receive home 
fee status for 2020/21 entry and pay the same 
tuition fees as English students.

This status will last for the duration of the degree 
courses. EU students will also be able to access 
student support on the same basis as home 
students if their courses start in 2020.

As the UK moves away from EU membership  
we will endeavour to keep you as up-to-date  
as possible on any changes that may affect  
you if you are a student from an EU country.  
For the latest information visit liverpool.ac.uk/
europe/prospective-students

Terms and conditions
Every effort has been made to ensure that 
information contained within this brochure  
is accurate at the time of going to print. 

For more detailed terms and conditions see 
liverpool.ac.uk/student-administration/student-
administration-centre/terms-and-conditions 
or liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/
applying/taught_policies/

Undergraduate subject brochures 
For module details, key contacts, career 
opportunities and recent graduate profiles for 
each degree programme download any of our 
undergraduate subject brochures (PDF format). 
liverpool.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses/
publications/

Website 
For detailed information on all our undergraduate 
and postgraduate degree courses including an 
overview, entry requirements, module details, 
career prospects and fees see  
liverpool.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses 
or liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/
courses or liverpool.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-
research

Overseas representatives (agents) 
The University works closely with a growing 
network of overseas representatives (educational 
agents) who can provide you with more information 
about the University and help you with the 
application process. Details of all our agents  
can be found on the individual country pages  
on our website liverpool.ac.uk/study/
international/countries
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Studying at the University of Liverpool is a real  
privilege. It offers a remarkable student experience  
on campus with its wide range of advanced learning 
facilities and the Guild of Students which offers  
educational and entertaining extracurricular social 
activities and opportunities to meet students from all 
around the world. In my spare time I enjoy playing football 
and I am a member of the Arab society, Film society and 
Engineering society. I’ve been living in Liverpool for two 
years now and I love this city more and more, with its  
great shopping, restaurants and entertainment places  
and the people here are so friendly and helpful.

Zayed Al-Salman 
BEng (Hons) Aerospace Engineering
Iraq
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Distance from Liverpool:
 Miles Kilometers
Manchester 32 50

Leeds 65 105

Birmingham 80 126

York 95 140

Newcastle 125 200

Cardiff 135 215

Bristol 137 220

Belfast 145 233

Dublin 166 267

Edinburgh 175 280

Glasgow 177 285

London 180 290

Plymouth 220 350

Great connectivity

Glasgow

Edinburgh

Newcastle

York

ManchesterLiverpool

Cardiff

Birmingham

Bristol

Leeds

Belfast

Dublin

Plymouth
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Johannesburg

New York

Lagos

Berlin

Singapore

TokyoBejing

Hong KongDubai
Jeddah Mumbai

Milan

Amsterdam

Paris

Barcelona

Having two international airports so close to the University, 
Liverpool John Lennon Airport (20 minutes from campus)  
and Manchester Airport (approximately one hour from campus), 
provides great access to daily flights to many European 
countries, key international hubs and worldwide destinations.

Various images on pages 40-43 used under Creative 
Commons from; Andy Miah, Ian Carroll, Beverley 
Goodwin, Roberto Taddeo, Alison Benbow, Calflier001’s, 
Rebecca Boardman, Pete and Sue Adair. 

Approximate flight times into:
Liverpool John Lennon 
Airport (Direct)

Manchester International 
Airport (Direct)

Manchester International 
Airport (Via hub)

Amsterdam 1hr 30mins

Paris 1hr 50mins

Berlin 2hrs 10mins

Milan 2hrs 30mins

Barcelona 2hrs 45mins

Jeddah/Dubai 7hrs 00mins

New York 7hrs 30mins

Bejing 10hrs 30mins

Hong Kong 12hrs 00mins

Singapore 13hrs 30mins

Lagos 9hrs 30mins

Mumbai 12hrs 00mins

Johannesburg 13hrs 15mins

Tokyo 13hrs 30mins

Mexico City 14hrs 00mins

London

Liverpool is a city overflowing  
with culture and glowing with  
friendly people. Mix that with  
a student atmosphere and you  
have the best city in which to  
spend your days at university.

Kevin Paldano
BEng (Hons) Civil and Environmental Engineering
Sri Lanka
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Alsop Building Student Welfare Advice & Guidance/ 
Careers and Employability Service 759

Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology 146, 147
Architecture 149
Ashton Building 422
Central Teaching Hub 221
Central Teaching Laboratories 802
Chadwick Building 207
Chemistry 213
Communication and Media 148
Computer Science 231, 422
Crown Place 526, 527, 528
Cypress Building 108
Dental School 322
Earth, Ocean and Ecological Sciences 201, 203
Eleanor Rathbone Building 106
Electrical Engineering and Electronics 235
Engineering 238, 233, 237
English 148
Environmental Science 107, 201, 203
Garstang Museum 147
Geography 107
Harold Cohen Library 431
Harrison Hughes Building 238
Health Sciences 301
History 144
Irish Studies 141
Law 106
Life Sciences Building 215
Language Lounge 406
Liverpool Guild of Students 501
Management School (ULMS) 427
Mathematical Sciences 206
Medicine 360
Melville Grove 679
Modern Languages and Cultures 406

Music 104

Philosophy 148

Physics 208, 210

Planning 109

Politics 144

Psychology 106

Rendall Building 432

Roxby Building 107

School of the Arts 148

Sherrington Building 311

Sociology, Social Policy and Criminology 106

South Campus Teaching Hub 120

Sports & Fitness Centre 511

Sydney Jones Library 423

Thompson Yates Building 301

Veterinary Science 301

Veterinary Teaching Suite 401

Victoria Gallery & Museum 421

Vine Court 804, 805

Waterhouse Building 352

Whelan Building 302

502 Teaching Hub 502

Campus map
For alternative campus  
map versions see 
liverpool.ac.uk/maps
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International Recruitment, 
Relations and Study Abroad Team
liverpool.ac.uk/international

Any questions? http://ask.liv.ac.uk

International Advice and Guidance Team
liverpool.ac.uk/studentsupport/international

University of Liverpool L69 7ZX
University Switchboard T: +44 (0)151 794 2000
Enquiries and Applications T: +44 (0)151 794 5927
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